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IDENTITY AND INTEREST OF AMICI CURIAE

Amici Curae NVIDIA Corporation, Micron Technology, Inc., Samsung

Electronics Corporation, Ltd. , and Hynix Semiconductor, Inc. (collectively "Amici") are global

technology leaders. One Amicus, NVIDIA, manufactures and sells products (graphics

processing units) that are designed to use, or interface with, JEDEC-compliant dynamic random

access memory ("DRAM"), including single data rate synchronous DRAMs ("SDRAMs ) and

double data rate synchronous DRAs ("DDR SDRAMs ). Other Amici design, manufacture

and sell JEDEC-compliant DRAMs. Amici contrbute bilions of dollars in anual sales to the

S. and world economy, invest hundreds of milions of dollars in research and development

hold thousands of United States patents, employ thousands of people both in the United States

and overseas, and maintain membership in a varety of standard setting organizations ("SSOs

SSOs, the standard setting process, and JEDEC standards in paricular are of great

importance to Amici. The goal of many SSOs, including JEDEC , is to set "open" standards that

are broadly available, low cost, and free from restrctive patent rights. Such open standards are

beneficial to manufacturers and consumers alike, because they ensure interoperabilty of

standardized products supplied by different firms. Ths, in tu, promotes competition, increases

market acceptance, and helps achieve economies of scale.

These benefits of open standards can be achieved, however, only when the

members of an SSO act in good faith and refrain from deceptive and exclusionar conduct.

When an SSO member engages in such anti competitive conduct with respect to its patent rights

those patent rights improperly may allow one member of an SSO to hold-up the standard and

charge monopolistic rates to use the standard, all to the detriment of direct paricipants in the

standard, others in the industry, and consumers.



After a lengthy hearng and a detailed review of the evidence, the Commission

determined that Rambus Inc. ("Rambus ) engaged in bad faith and deceptive conduct in

violation of the antitrst laws. Contrar to JEDEC's policy and practice, contrar to the

expectations of JEDEC members and those who rely upon open JEDEC standards, and in breach

of its duty of good faith, Rambus undermined the JEDEC standard setting process by concealing

its patent rights from JEDEC, misleading JEDEC members into believing that Rambus was not

seeking patents over JEDEC-compliant SDRAMs and DDR SDRAMs, and secretly tailoring its

patent rights in an effort to cover the JEDEC standards.

In 2000, after the JEDEC standards had been adopted, and after the industr was

locked-in to those standards, Rambus exercised the monopoly power it had acquired through its

subversion of the standard setting process. It was only then that Rambus attempted to enforce its

patent rights against the JEDEC standards through patent infrngement lawsuits, through U.

International Trade Commission enforcement proceedings, and through a licensing campaign.

At least one Amicus was forced to pay royalties to Rambus in response to its licensing and

litigation campaign.

Amici submit this brief to express their views on the appropriate remedy to

redress Rambus ' s exclusionary conduct.

ARGUMENT

THE COMMISSION SHOULD BAR RABUS FROM ENFORCING ITS
RELEVANT PATENT RIGHTS AGAINST THE JEDEC STANDARDS.

By failng to disclose its patent rights, and by other misleading conduct, Rambus

led JEDEC and its members to adopt and implement technologies in the JEDEC standards that

Rambus contends violate its patents. This, in turn, has given Rambus monopoly power. To

remedy Rambus s antitrust violations, the Commission should bar Rambus from enforcing its



patent rights against the SDRAM standard, the DDR SDRAM standard, and successors of these

JEDEC SDRAM standards.

Under Its Remedial Authority, The Commssion Has The Power To Bar
Rambus From Enforcing Its Patents Against The JEDEC Standards.

The Commission enjoys broad authority to remedy antitrst violations. This

authority is not confined to prohibiting the specific conduct that the Commission has found to be

ilegal. As the Supreme Cour explained in Ford Motor Co. v. United States 405 U.S. 562

(1972):

(tJhe relief which can be afforded under (the Sherman and Clayton
Acts J is not limited to the restoration of the status quo ante. There
is no power to tu back the clock. Rather, the relief must be
directed to that which is necessary and appropriate in the public
interest to eliminate the effects of the acquisition offensive to the

statute " or which wil cure the il effects of the ilegal conduct

and assure the public freedom from its continuance.

Id. at 573 n.8 (citations omitted).

The Supreme Cour also has made clear that the public interest is the paramount

guiding principle in the Commission s development of a remedy: "The public welfare demands

that the agencies of public justice be not so impotent that they must always be mute and helpless

victims of deception and fraud. Hazel-Atlas Glass Co. v. Hartford-Empire Co., 322 U.S. 238

246 (1944). In recognzing in one case that an injunction against futue violations was "not

adequate to protect the public interest " the Supreme Cour instructed:

If all that was done was to forbid a repetition of ilegal conduct
those who had unlawfully built their empires could preserve them
intact. They could retain the full dividends of their monopolistic

1 In this brief, when Amici refer to a remedy that limits enforcement of Rambus s "patent rights,
Amici are referng to those patent rights, domestic and foreign, that claim priority to or though
a patent application that was fied on or before June 17, 1996, the date that Rambus withdrew
from JEDEC. The remedy proposed herein would not impact the dozens of Rambus patents
(many of which Rambus has licensed) that claim priority to applications after June 17, 1996.



practices and profit from the unlawful restraints of trade which
they had inflcted on competitors.

Schine Chain Theatres v. United States 334 U.S. 110, 128 (1948).

For these reasons, forward-looking remedies, such as "fencing in" violators

frequently are appropriate, especially when the anticompetitive conduct could be hidden. FTC 

Ruberoid Co. 343 U.S. 470 473 (1952) (explaining that fencing-in provisions serve to "close all

roads to the prohibited goal, so that (the Commission sJ order may not be by-passed with

impunity

Consistent with these authorities, the Commission has recognzed that, when a

patent owner subverts an SSO and misuses patent rights to hold-up a standard, the appropriate

remedy is to bar the patent owner from enforcing its patent rights against the affected standard.

In Dell for example, the respondent belonged to an SSO that considered, and

ultimately adopted, a "VL-bus standard." The respondent had patent rights that covered the VL-

bus standard, but the Commission found that respondent had failed to disclose those rights and

misled the SSO into adopting the standard. To remedy the respondent's deceptive and

exclusionar conduct, the Commission insisted on an order barng the respondent from

enforcing its patents against the standard. In re Dell Computer Corp. 121 F. C. 616, 624-

(1996).

Similarly, in Unocal the respondent presented technology to the California Air

Resources Board and industry groups for a cleaner buring gasoline. The respondent represented

to those bodies that its technology was non-proprietar. The respondent also influenced those

bodies to incorporate its technology into industry regulations that established a statewide

standard. At the same time, the respondent secretly prosecuted a patent that covered the

technology. After the regulations were adopted, the respondent enforced its patent rights against



companies that complied with the standards, both through licensing and litigation. To remedy

the respondent's deceptive and exclusionar conduct, the Commission again insisted on an order

barng the respondent from enforcing its patent rights against gasoline that was made in

compliance with the regulations. In re Union Oil Co., no. 9305 , 2005 WL 2003365 (F. C. Aug.

, 2005).

Here, in the wake of a fully-litigated finding that Rambus violated the antitrst

laws, there is even stronger reason to follow Dell and Unocal and bar Rambus from enforcing its

patent rights against the JEDEC standards. Any lesser remedy would represent a step backward

from the clear and consistent precedent the Commission already has established.

Barring Rambus From Enforcing Its Patents Against JEDEC Standards Is
Consistent With The Commission s Liabilty Findings And The Evidence.

The Commission already has found that, had Rambus timely disclosed its patent

rights, JEDEC would have adopted alternative technologies or, at the very least, would have

demanded RAND assurances pursuant to JEDEC policy that bars the use of patented

technologies without RAND assurances (Opinion at 74, 97).2 Under either scenaro, Rambus

should be barred from enforcing its patent rights against the JEDEC standards. On the one hand,

if JEDEC had adopted alternatives, Rambus would not be in a position today to enforce its patent

rights against the standards. On the other hand, if JEDEC had demanded RAND assurances

JEDEC stil would not have adopted Rambus s technologies, because the evidence makes clear

that Rambus never would have offered RAND assurances to JEDEC. Because Rambus would

not be in a position now to enforce its patent rights against the JEDEC standards had it acted in

2 As used herein

, "

RAND assurances" means assurances that relevant patents would be licensed
to all on reasonable and nondiscriminatory terms.



good faith and consistent with JEDEC' s policies, practices, and expectations, the remedy should

bar such enforcement.

JEDEC Would Have Adopted Alternatives To Rambus s Patented
Technologies.

To begin with, the record evidence strongly shows that JEDEC would have

adopted alternative non-infrnging technologies had Rambus disclosed its patent rights. This is

fully consistent with JEDEC' s policies and historical practice.

The goal of JEDEC was to adopt open standards that were not encumbered by

patent rights. CCFF 300, 301. JEDEC policy provided that JEDEC should avoid using patented

technologies. CCFF 303. Even Richard Crisp, Rambus s JEDEC representative, understood that

(tJhe job of JEDEC is to create standards which steer clear of patents which must be used to be

in compliance with the standard whenever possible." CCFF 301. JEDEC insists on open

standards because everyone can use them, because they are not subject to hijack or the exercise

of market power, and because they cost less to use (as royalties are generally avoided). CCFF

300 302 , 303.

Consistent with this policy, and as the Commission has recognized, when JEDEC

knew of Rambus s patent rights and thought they might be relevant to a JEDEC standard

JEDEC ' 'took deliberate steps to avoid standardizing the Rambus technology. " Opinion at 74 &

n.403 (describing JEDEC' s immediate steps to avoid Rambus s "loop-back clock" technology in

its ' 703 patent when NEC made a "loop-back clock" proposal in 1997). See also CCFF 2436-

2439. Similarly, when JEDEC leared that patent rights might cover the Quad CAS standard

3 Citations to "CCFF" are to Complaint Counsel' s Proposed Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law, and Order, dated September 5 , 2003.



and the silicon signature standard JEDEC took affirmative steps to avoid the patented

technologies. CCFF 422 , 424-432 (Quad CAS); CCFF 433 (silicon signatue).

Numerous industry members testified that they would have adopted alternative

technologies at JEDEC had Rambus timely disclosed its patents rights. CCFF 2101. See also

Opinion at no407. Given JEDEC's policies and history, there is no reason to doubt this

testimony.

Incorporating alternative technologies into the JEDEC standards not only would

have been consistent with JEDEC policy and practice, but it also would have been feasible. The

Commission already has deterined that "(aJlternative technologies were available when JEDEC

chose the Rambus technologies, and could have been substituted for the Rambus technologies

had Rambus disclosed its patent position." Opinion at 76. The Commission also has found that

the evidence does not establish that Rambus s technologies were superior to all alternatives on a

cost/performance basis." Opinion at 82.

Rambus Would Not Have Offered The Required RAD Assurances.

Even assuming arguendo that JEDEC' s first response would have been to demand

RAND assurances, JEDEC ultimately would not have incorporated Rambus s claimed

technologies into the JEDEC standards, because Rambus never would have provided JEDEC

with the required RAND assurances. The evidence in the record on this point is conclusive.

To understand why Rambus would not have offered RAND assurances, it is

important to understand Rambus s business model. This model involved developing proprietary

technology, patenting the technology, and then securing royalties and fees by licensing the

technology and enforcing its patents (through licensing or litigation). This was Rambus s sole

source of revenue. Rambus did not manufacture or sell any products. As Rambus ' s

contemporaneous documents make clear RAND terms were inconsistent with Rambus



business model and its business practices of charging the highest royalty rates it could and 

refusing to license those it did not wish to license. CCFF 2419, 2427 , 2432.

Consistent with its business model , Rambus manifested its disdain for RAND

assurances on at least two relevant occasions. First, in response to a request from IEEE -

another standard-setting organization - that Rambus provide RAND assurances, Rambus refused

to do so. CCFF 2421-2426. Second, when Rambus withdrew from JEDEC , it stated that it was

doing so because JEDEC's rules were not consistent with Rambus s business plan. CCFF 2428-

2431. Given this evidence, there is no reason to believe that Rambus would have offered RAND

terms to JEDEC.

Moreover, even assuming arguendo that Rambus had offered RAND terms, given

Rambus s business model as described above, there is no reason to believe that JEDEC members

would have believed or accepted Rambus s assurances. In fact, because Rambus was actively

promoting its own RDRAM architectue, JEDEC would have been especially reluctant to adopt

any standard that was allegedly covered by Rambus s patents.

The Enforcement Bar Should Be Broad Enough To Further The Aims Of
The Antitrust Laws.

The Remedy Should Extend To The DDR2 SDRAM Standard And
Other Successor Standards.

The Commission found that Rambus s exclusionar conduct is lined to JEDEC'

adoption of SDRA and DDR SDRA standards that incorporate four technologies over which

Rambus claims rights - namely, programmable CAS latency, programable burst lengt, dual-

edge clocking, and on-chip PLL/DLL. Opinion at 77. The Commission also found that

JEDEC' s adoption of standards that incorporate these technologies is linked to Rambus

monopoly power. Id.
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Given these findings, and given that JEDEC would not have included the four

patented technologies in the SDRAM or DDR SDRAM standards, the Commission s remedy

certainly should bar Rambus from enforcing its patent rights against the SDRAM and DDR

SDRAM standards. Allowing Rambus to enforce its patents against these standards would not

restore competition and would allow Rambus to continue to exercise monopoly power.

The bar, however, should not be limited to the specific SDRAM and DDR

SDRA standards. Rather, the bar should extend to all JEDEC standards that are successors to

the SDRAM and DDR SDRAM standards, including the DDR2 SDRAM standard. This remedy

is needed to restore competitive conditions and protect the legitimate and pro-competitive

expectations of JEDEC paricipants and others in the industr who rely on JEDEC standards.

Because the four technologies as to which the Commission found a violation would not have

been included in the SDRAM or DDR SDRAM standards had Rambus timely disclosed its

patent rights, and because JEDEC standards evolve from one another, successor JEDEC DRAM

standards (such as DDR2 SDRAM) also would not have included the four claimed featues.

There is no evidence that JEDEC would have added the four claimed featues to the DDR2

SDRAM standard had they not already been included in the SDRAM and DDR SDRA

standards. Allowing Rambus to enforce its patent rights against successor JEDEC DRAM

standards would unfairly allow Rambus to profit from its deceptive and exclusionar conduct, to

the detrment of the industr and consumers.

The record demonstrates clearly that JEDEC' s inclusion of the four patented

technologies in the DDR2 SDRAM standard stems directly from the fact that those technologies

were included in the first DDR SDRAM standard. The evidence uniformly shows that JEDEC

standards are evolutionar. That is, each JEDEC standard is built on, and incorporates, as much



of the prior standards as possible. CCFF 127. JEDEC does this because evolutionar change

reduces costs and eases the introduction of new standards. CCFF 128. This is tre for DRAM

manufacturers, logic chip makers, and OEMs. CCFF 128.

Here, the evidence shows that the DDR2 SDRAM standard evolved directly from

the initial DDR SDRAM standard. CCFF 2573. The JEDEC committee that began working on

DDR2 SDRAM in 1998 voted to use DDR SDRAM as the "baseline" for DDR 2 SDRAM.

CCFF 3236-3237. As a result, the four purported Rambus technologies in DDR SDRAM were

incorporated into the DDR2 SDRAM standard. CCFF 3250-3261.

Given the evolutionar natue of JEDEC standard development, and given

JEDEC' s strong desire to ensure backward compatibility, if JEDEC's SDRAM and DDR

SDRAM standards had not included Rambus s claimed featues, then JEDEC' s DDR2 SDRAM

standard also would not have included those patented features. 
5 Because Commission remedies

endeavor to restore markets to the competitive conditions that would have existed but for the

unlawful conduct, and because JEDEC would not have included those four features in the DDR2

SDRAM standard but for their inclusion in the original SDRAM and DDR SDRA standards

the remedy should bar Rambus from enforcing its patent rights against DDR2 SDRAM and

4 One ofthe benefits of having the initial DDR SDRAM standard serve as the baseline for DDR2
SDRAM was "backward compatibility." CCFF 3244. Because the primar features of DDR2
SDRAM would be the same as DDR SDRA, DRAM manufactuers could make and sell
DDR2 SDRAMs that would be compatible with many of the same components and systems that
had been designed and built to be compatible with the DDR SDRAM standard, thereby reducing
the manufactuers ' risk in the event that the new standard is not adopted quickly. CCFF 3247-
3248. Similarly, backward compatibilty reduced the risk to memory controller manufacturers
because they could design a controller that could work with both standards. CCFF 3246, 3249.
5 This conclusion is fully consistent with the Commission s finding that, on the curent record, it
is unclear whether Rambus possessed durable monopoly power over DDR2. Even if JEDEC
could in principle have switched away from Rambus technologies in DDR2 after those
technologies had been incorporated in SDRAM and DDR, there is (as discussed) no reason why
JEDEC members would have chosen to add those technologies to DDR2 had they not been
present in prior standards in the first place.



similar successor JEDEC DRAM standards as well. Ecko Prods. Co. 65 F. C. 1163 , 1216

(1964), aff' d sub nom. Ecko Prods. Co. v. FTC 347 F.2d 745 (7th Cir. 1965). If Rambus were

allowed to enforce its patent rights against DDR2 SDRAM or other successor JEDEC DRAM

standards, Rambus would receive an unjust windfall- the opportty to use its monopoly power

to recover supracompetitive profits against a standard that would not include Rarbus s patented

featues but for Rambus ' s misconduct. 6

The RemedyShould Protect The JEDEC Standards As A Whole, Not
Just The Four Technologies That Rambus Monopolied.

In remedying exclusionar conduct, the Commission need not limit its remedy

solely to the misconduct at issue. FTC v. Ruberoid Co. 343 U.S. 470 472-74 (1952) ("Ifthe

Commission is to attain the objectives Congress envisioned, it canot be required to confine its

road block to the narow lane the transgressor has traveled; it must be allowed effectively to

close all roads to the prohibited goal , so that its order may not be by-passed with impunity. "

JEDEC members and others anticipated that the technologies it adopted for its

SDRA and DDR SDRAM standards would be available for futue versions of the synchronous

DRAM standard: Indeed, both economic effciency in design and production, as well as

backward compatibility for computer system designers, require as much. Accordingly, the

Commission should not simply preclude Rambus from enforcing its patent rights against the four

technologies that Rambus monopolized through its deceptive conduct. Rather, Rambus should

be bared from enforcing its patent rights against the JEDEC SDRA and DDR SDRAM

standards and successor JEDEC SDRAM standards, such as DDR2 SDRAM. If the standards as

a whole are not protected from attack, and if Rambus is allowed to enforce its patents against

6 The magnitude of potential har to the market is clear. DDR2 SDRAM is expected to
represent over 50% of all DRA sales in 3Q2006 and grow to over 70% in 2007. See iSuppli
Q2 2006 report attached hereto as Exhibit 1.



technologies other than the four it already has monopolized, then there wil be a very real risk

that Rambus wil once again achieve monopoly power over the JEDEC standards though

virtally identical misconduct that was directed towards additional standardized technologies.

The record shows that while Rambus was a JEDEC member, JEDEC discussed

many features for inclusion or possible inclusion in a JEDEC standard, including featues called

low-swing voltage, external reference voltage, auto precharge, multi-ban design, and source-

synchronous clocking. CCFF 545-557, 645-648 , 856, 3118 , 3121-3182. The record also shows

that while Rambus was a JEDEC member Rambus had, or believed it could fie, patent

applications covering the same five features. CCFF 857, 886 , 888 , 964-967, 967, 981 , 1000-

1003 , 1045 3119 3121-3182. Yet, Rambus never disclosed to JEDEC that it had, or believed it

could file, patent applications covering these features. CCFF 3120, 3121-3182. Rambus is now

obtaining patents that are directed to these same undisclosed features. See, e.

g., 

CCFF 3117

(patent issued with claim relating to auto precharge).

Clearly, if the Commission s order is limited to the four technologies over which

Rambus has asserted patent rights in litigations, and ignores additional technologies on which

Rambus had not yet brought suit when this investigation began, there is a signficant risk that

Rambus wil be permitted to achieve its monopolistic aims and secure the ver result (monopoly

power over JEDEC standards) through the very same conduct (deceptively failng to disclose its

patent rights to JEDEC durng the standard-setting process) that led the Commission to conclude

that Rambus had violated the antitrust laws.

The Remedy Should Extend To JEDEC-Compliant DRAMs
Manufactured Or Sold Overseas.

To ensure that the remedy it chooses fully restores competition in U.S. commerce

including U.S. import and export commerce, the Commission should bar Rambus from enforcing



its foreign patent rights against the SDRAM and DDR SDRAM standards, including successor

JEDEC DRAM standards such as DDR2 SDRAM, to the extent that such overseas enforcement

would reach imports from, or exports to, the United States.

Rambus has obtained foreign patent rights that it claims cover the same four

technologies as to which the Commission has found a violation. CCFF 1968-1974, 3214-3215.

Rambus has asserted those foreign patent rights against JEDEC-compliant SDRAs and DDR

SDRAMs in foreign lawsuits, including in the United Kingdom, Germany, France, and Italy.

CCFF 2026-2027, 3212, 3216-3219. Those foreign patents claim priority to or through patents

and applications that Rambus filed on or before its withdrawal from JEDEC on June 17
, 1996.

CCFF 2024 3184.

To restore competition in U.S. commerce, and in the U.S. import and export

markets, any remedy should prevent Rambus from enforcing its foreign patent rights against the

JEDEC standards. This is so for at least two reasons.

First, the JEDEC standards are worldwide standards. CCFF 3188. The same

JEDEC standards that govern the manufacture and sale of JEDEC-compliant DRAMs in the

United States also govern the manufactue and sale of JEDEC-compliant DRAMs overseas.

CCFF 3188. Thus, by failing to disclose its U.S. patent rights to JEDEC, and by engaging in

misleading conduct about its patents, Rambus denied JEDEC the opportnity to adopt standards

that would have avoided Rambus ' s foreign patent rights.

Second, permitting Rambus to enforce its foreign patents against the JEDEC

standards wil injure competition in the United States. The Commission has found that the

technology markets that Rambus monopolized are worldwide. Opinion at 5 n.3. Consistent with

this finding, the record shows that JEDEC standard pars are freely exported from, and imported



into , the United States in large volumes. CCFF 3190. Indeed, the United States is a net importer

of DRAM. CCFF 3183. Moreover SDRAM and DDR SDRAM are manufactured by

companies that have operations in the United States and overseas. CCFF 3189-3198. Thus, if

JEDEC members, for example, are enjoined under Rambus s foreign patents from making

SDRAM in Europe and exporting those SDRAMs to the United States, the supply of SDRAs

in the United States wil be disrupted, resulting in price increases and har to U.S. consumers.

See CCFF 3183 , 3221-3224. Rambus itself has suggested that if it can succeed in enforcing its

patent rights against JEDEC SDRAM in one major jursdiction, it wil disrupt markets for

SDRAM in other jurisdictions. CCFF 3226. To ensure that competition in the United States is

restored, the Commission must ensure that Rambus canot captue the JEDEC standards by

enforcing foreign patents against them. 

An Enforcement Bar Is Consistent With Remedies Available In Patent Cases.

A patent enforcement bar of the sort discussed above is fully consistent with the

relief that cours award when a patent owner is equitably estopped from enforcing its patents.

C. Aukerman Co. v. I. Chaides Constr. Co., 960 F.2d 1020, 1028 (Fed. Cir. 1992). The

elements of equitable estoppel are: (1) misleading conduct by the patentee, (2) reliance by the

alleged infrnger, and (3) prejudice if the patent were to be enforced against the relying alleged

infrnger. Id. at 1028. Equitable estoppel need only be proven by a preponderance of the

7 The Commission has the authority to order a company to cease and desist from enforcing
foreign patents when necessary to remedy a violation of the antitrust laws. In the past, the
Commission has obtained consent orders which bind the parties to refrain from enforcing non-

S. patent rights. See, e. g., In re Xerox Corp., 86 F. C. 364 (1975); In re Dell Computer
Corp., 121 F. C. 616, 621 (1996). In the Clayton Act 7 context see In re Glaxo

Wellcome, plc, 2001 WL 147161 (F. C. Jan. 26, 2001); In re Roche Holdings, Ltd., 113

C. 1086 (1990).



evidence. Id. at 1040-41. When equitable estoppel is established, a cour wil bar the patent

owner from enforcing its patent rightS.

Here, the Commission s findings clearly satisfy all of the elements of equitable

estoppel. The Commission expressly found that "Rambus engaged in representations, omissions

and practices that were likely to mislead JEDEC members acting reasonably under the

circumstances, to their substantial detrment, and . . . that Rambus wilfully engaged in deceptive

conduct." Opinion at 68. These misrepresentations included Rambus s representation that it did

not have patents or applications that would cover implementations of the JEDEC standards under

discussion. Id. at 4. The Commission further found reliance by JEDEC' s members on Rambus

misleading conduct when they unowingly adopted the standards that Rambus now contends

are covered by its patents, and thereafter when they designed and produced products conforming

to those standards. Id. at 78. Prejudice to JEDEC' s members from Rambus s enforcement of its

patents against products that consist of, or interface with JEDEC standard products, and

collection of royalties on those products, is paricularly evident in light of the Commission

finding of Rambus ' s durable monopoly power. Id. at 77- , 110.

Barng Rambus from enforcing its patent rights also is consistent with the

doctrne of patent misuse. Patent misuse is an "extension of the equitable doctrne of unclean

hands, whereby a court of equity wil not lend its support to enforcement of a patent that has

been misused. B. Braun Med., Inc. v. Abbott Labs. 124 F.3d 1419, 1427 (Fed. Cir. 1997).

8 See, e. , Potter Instrument Co., Inc. v. Storage Technology Corp. 641 F.2d 190 (4th Cir.
cert. denied 454. U. S. 832 (1981); Wang Laboratories Inc. v. Mitsubishi Electronics America
Inc. 29 U. 2d 1481 (C.D. Cal. 1993); Stambler v. Diebold, Inc. 11 U. 2d 1709 , 1715
(E. Y. 1988), affd 878 F.2d 1445 (Fed. Cir. 1989).
9 Rambus itself understood that its deceptive conduct could create issues of equitable estoppel

For example, Lester Vincent (Rambus s outside patent counsel) admitted in documents that
there could be an equitable estoppel problem if Rambus creates impression on JEDEC that it

would not enforce its patent or patent (applications)." CCFF 422.



While a patentee s conduct may constitute patent misuse without rising to the level of an

antitrust violation, a "finding of an antitrust violation requires a finding of patent misuse" when a

patent is used as the instrument of competitive har. See Rosenthal Collns Group, LLC 

Trading Tech. Int Case No. 05 C 4088 , 2005 WL 3557947, at *7 (N.D. Il.). Here, the

Commission determined that Rambus s deceptive and exclusionar conduct in connection with

its patent rights violated the antitrst laws. Under these circumstances, the doctrne of patent

misuse would dictate that Rambus should be bared from enforcing its patent rights against the

relevant JEDEC DRAM standards in order to purge the misuse. Morton Salt Co. v. 

Suppiger Co. 314 U.S. 488 , 494 (1942).

II. IN THE ALTERNATIV, THE COMMISSION SHOULD FORCE RABUS TO
GRANT A ROYALTY-FREE LICENSE UNDER ITS PATENT RIGHTS TO USE
THE JEDEC STANDARDS.

Instead of barng Rambus from enforcing its patent rights, the Commission also

could attempt to remedy Rambus s exclusionar conduct by ordering Rambus to grant users of

the JEDEC standards a license under its patent rights to practice the standards. In re American

Cyanamid Co., 72 F. C. 623 (1967), 1967 FTC LEXIS 43 , 151- aff' , Charles Pfizer Co.

v. FTC 401 F.2d 574 (6th Cir. 1968). This remedy, although similar to an enforcement bar, is

more complex, because the Commission generally must consider whether the compulsory license

wil be royalty-free or whether, instead, users of the JEDEC standards must pay a royalty to

Rambus under the license.

Here, should the Commission decide to pursue the compulsory license remedy

rather than the enforcement bar remedy, Amici urge the Commission to require that Rambus

grant royalty-free licenses under its patent rights to practice the JEDEC DRAM standards. A

royalty-free license is consistent with the evidence that JEDEC would not have adopted a

royalty-bearing standard for main memory, is not prejudicial to Rambus, and would benefit



consumers. In contrast, allowing Rambus to collect such a royalty would give Rambus an

undeserved windfall, would not deter others from subverting SSOs in the future, and would

unfairly impose a risk of loss on the victims of Rambus s monopolistic conduct.

A Royalty-Free Compulsory License To Practice The JEDEC Standards Is
Warranted.

JEDEC Would Not Have Agreed To Pay Royalties For Main Memory
Standards And, Instead, Would Have Adopted Alternative
Technologies.

A principal goal of a Commission remedy is to restore competition to affected

markets. Thus, if JEDEC would not have agreed to pay Rambus a royalty ex ante and would

have opted instead for alternative technologies, then the Commission should not award Rambus a

royalty today for the use of the JEDEC standards. Put simply, if JEDEC would have adopted

alternatives rather than pay royalties, then Rambus s patented technologies would not be in the

JEDEC standards today and Rambus would not be in a position to extract royalties for the use of

the JEDEC standards.

Here, the evidence demonstrates convincingly that JEDEC would not have agreed

to pay royalties for the use of Rambus s patented technologies. Indeed, JEDEC consistently has

tred to avoid the adoption of royalty-bearng main memory standards and has adopted royalty-

free open standards whenever possible.

To begin with JEDEC has avoided royalty-bearng main memory standards

because the industr insists that main memory be low cost. In any product that uses DRAM, the

cost budget for main memory is limited. When main memory is costly, it is diffcult for OEMs

to meet pricing targets and supply their products at prices that consumers wil accept. Royalties

on DRAMs increase the cost of main memory and, as a result, increase product cost and reduce

OEM profits and sales. CCFF 93 , 99, 100, 107- 109 261.



Thus, ensuring that standards were low cost was a driving force at JEDEC.

Indeed, the FTC has found that "JEDEC members - DRAM manufactuers and customers - were

highly sensitive to costs, and that keeping costs down was a major concern within JEDEC.

Opinion at 74 & no404; id. at 75 & nno405 408; CCFF 2442-2447.

The record contains strong evidence that JEDEC would have objected to a

royalty-bearing standard for main memory. Andy Bechtolsheim of Sun testified that Sun ' 'would

have strongly opposed the use of royalty-bearng elements in an interface patent - in an interface

specification." Opinion at 75 & no408. Richard Heye of AMD testified that AMD had not paid

royalties on memory interfaces to anyone other than Rambus. Opinion at n.539. Ths led the

Commission to find that "Payment of royalties on memory interaces has been ver much the

exception, rather than the rule, in the computer industry." Opinion at 96-97.

Put simply, the evidence shows that JEDEC would not have adopted the existing

SDRAM and DDR SDRAM standards had JEDEC known that there were royalties associated

with those standards. CCFF 2448. Rambus should not be awarded a royalty today when it

would not have received a royalty ex ante.

A Royalty-Free License Would Not Prejudice Rambus.

Should the Commission order Rambus to offer a royalty-free license, Rambus wil

not be prejudiced.

First, the royalty-free license would extend only to JEDEC standard pars. 

would not apply to Rambus s proprietar RDRA family (Base, Concurent, or Direct

RDRAM), to Rambus s other proprietar memory interfaces (e. , XDR), or to any other of

Rambus s varous interface technologies (such as Rambus s Seral Link technology, its FlexIO

Processor technology, PCI Express technology, and ABP Link technology). Thus, Rambus

would be free to seek royalties on any pars that are not JEDEC-compliant pars or that do not



interface with or use JEDEC-compliant pars. In fact, Rambus licenses its technologies to

numerous licensees for such other uses.

Second Rambus would be free to assert any patent rights that do not claim

priority to or through patent applications filed on or before June 17, 1996 - the date that Rambus

withdrew from JEDEC. Rambus holds numerous patents that do not claim priority to such

applications. Under the proposed remedy, Rambus would be free to assert many other patents

and seek to recover royalties for infrngement of those patents, even as against JEDEC standard

pars.

Third, many of Rambus s patents that claim priority to or though an application

filed on or before June 17, 1996 wil be expiring soon. For example, the Rambus patents that

claim the benefit of Ram bus s 1990 patent application generally wil be expiring in 2010, that is

20 years after their effective filing date. 35 U. C. ~ 154. Thus, the duration of the remedy is

not unreasonable.

A Royalty-Free License Would Provide Maximum Benefit To
Consumers.

The victims of Rambus s misconduct, including OEMs and consumers, should not

have to bear any costs that result from that misconduct. Short of a complete bar on enforcement

a zero royalty rate is the best way to assure that no such costs are passed on to them. On the

other hand, a royalty bearing license would unfairly impose costs on OEMs, consumers and other

victims of Rambus s misconduct.

lO 
See ww.rambus.comlus/patents/licensingllicensees.html.



The Commission Should Not Reward Rambus With A Royalty-Bearing
License.

A Royalty-Bearing License Would Provide A Windfall To Rambus
And Encourage Deceptive Conduct At SSOs.

Rambus has been collecting royalties on JEDEC SDRAMs and DDR SDRAMs

for over six years. Rambus already has enjoyed the benefits of extracting monopoly rents on

those patents and collected tens or hundreds of milions 
of dollars in il-gotten gains. To allow

Rambus to continue to collect royalties over the remaining life of these patents 
wil only further

encourage such deceptive conduct at SSOs.

As set forth above, the evidence shows that had Rambus not engaged in

exclusionar conduct, JEDEC would not have included the features over which Rambus claims

patent rights in the SDRAM and DDR SDRA standards. As such, allowing Rambus to collect

a royalty today would place Rambus in a much better position than it would have been in if it

had done the right thing and disclosed its patent rights to JEDEC. Put simply, a royalty-bearng

license would provide a windfall to Rambus and, contrar to public policy, would reward

Rambus for its deceptive conduct rather than deter it.

Such a result would send precisely the wrong message to potential wrongdoers in

Rambus s situation. The message from the Commission would be that takng a chance at

deceiving an SSO is a "no lose" proposition, because even if you are caught red-handed, you

nonetheless wil receive supracompetitive royalties.

In contrast, if Rambus were required to license its patents royalty-free, the

message would be entirely different. Potential wrongdoers in Rambus s position would

understand that deceiving an SSO may impair their patent rights and wil not result in any

financial gain. Such a remedy may well deter potential wrongdoers from engaging in the kind of

conduct that gave Rambus its monopoly power.



A Royalty-Bearing License Would Hurt Consumers.

Forcing the industr to pay a royalty to Rambus would hur consumers. As the

Commission has indicated, and as Complaint Counsel's economic expert (Preston McAfee)

testified, royalty costs wil be passed on to consumers in the long ru, with the effect of lowering

output in the downstream DRAM market and increasing prices. Opinion at 114 & n.622; CCFF

3050-3051. As the Commission has found, the cost of a rung royalty (at least on Rambus

monopolistic terms) to the industr - and the size of the windfall to Rambus - could be

enormous (hundreds of milions or bilions of dollars per year). Opinion at 75-
76 & nno409-41 

The fact that royalty costs on these high volume products would be so high is one of the reasons

why JEDEC would have adopted alternatives to Rambus s technology in the first place had

Rambus disclosed its patent rights.

The Victims Of Rambus s Misconduct Should Not Be Required To
Bear The Risks Involved In Calculating The Correct Ex Ante Royalty.

Attempting to deterine today what royalty rate industr members would have

paid ex ante had Rambus disclosed its patent rights and offered RAND terms would impose an

enormous and unfair risk of loss on the victims of Rambus s misconduct and should not be

undertaken.

Here, reconstrcting an ex ante royalty negotiation after more than a decade has

passed, after Rambus has shredded documents on a massive scale II , and after Rambus

misconduct has led to dislocation in the technology markets wil be risky and uncertain. Because

Rambus engaged in misconduct, and because Rambus ' s misconduct has made any royalty

II 
Samsung Elecs. Co. v. Rambus Inc. No. 3 :05cv406 slip op. at 80 (E.D. Va. July 18, 2006)The record proves that Rambus engaged in perasive document destrction in 1998 and 1999while it anticipated litigation, or reasonably should have anticipated litigation, and in 2000 whileit was actually engaged in litigation.



evaluation more difficult, the victims of Rambus s monopolistic behavior - OEMs, consumers

DRAM manufacturers, and JEDEC - should not have to bear the risk that the Commission wil

err in calculating an ex ante rate. Rather, the risk should be borne by Rambus. As the

Commission explained (Opinion at 81) when it cited United States v. Microsoft Corp. 253 F.3d

, 79 (D.C. Cir.

), 

cert. denied 534 U.S. 952 (2001), with approval:

Rather than requiring plaintiff "to reconstrct the hypothetical
marketplace absent a defendant' s anti competitive conduct " the
court explained

, "

To some degree the defendant is made to suffer
the uncertain consequences of its own undesirable conduct."

Given the irreducible uncertainties and complexities, there is a substantial risk that any royalty

deterined today would be higher or lower than what actually would have resulted from an 

ante negotiation. While it is appropriate for Rambus to bear the risk of a too-low royalty, it is

not appropriate for the victims of Rambus s exclusionar conduct, including consumers, to bear

the risk of an excessively high royalty.

If The Commission Allows A Non-Zero Royalty, The Royalty Should Reflect
JEDEC' s Policies, The Low Cost Expectations Of Its Members, And The
Feasibilty Of "Designing Around" Rambus s Patents Ex Ante.

If the Commission determines that JEDEC would have paid a royalty ex ante and

that a royalty therefore should be paid to Rambus for a compulsory license under Rambus ' s

patents to use the JEDEC standards, the Commission should set a royalty that reflects the

Commission s findings that feasible alternative technologies were available. 

In determining what royalty Rambus and industr members would have agreed to

ex ante an important factor is the cost of designing around Rambus s patents. If feasible

alternatives were available, a rational licensee generally would not have agreed to pay more for a

12 A compulsory license also would have to include provisions that restricted Rambus s exercise
of monopoly power through the imposition of non-royalty terms, such as "patent pooling" and
grant back" provisions.



license than it would have cost to design around the patents and implement the alternatives.

Here, the negotiations with Rambus would have taken place before the industr had launched

SDRAM and DDR SDRAM in large quantities. At that stage, designing around Rambus

patents would have been virtally without cost. Moreover, the Commission already has found

that unpatented alternative technologies were available (Opinion at 97), that Rambus s claimed

technologies were not superior to all alternatives (Opinion at 83), and that Rambus failed to

demonstrate that alternatives would have been more expensive than its claimed technologies

(Opinion at 94). Given these findings, nothing more than a nominal royalty, if any, would be

waranted.

The royalty rates that Rambus extracted from DRAM manufacturers for licenses

to sell DRDRAM do not reflect what JEDEC would have paid ex ante. To begin with

DRDRAM is Rambus s proprietar DRAM design. It is not an "open" memory standard, which

is what JEDEC was attempting to develop. Moreover, the evidence shows that there was broad

dissatisfaction -- both among DRAM manufacturers and OEMs -- with the royalty rates that

Rambus charged for DRDRA. CCFF 1815-1822. In early 1997, in the context of discussions

over SyncLinkSLDRAM for main memory, Siemens stated that a 0. 1 % royalty for DRDRAM

would be "okay" but that a 1-2% royalty would be "ridiculous." CCFF 1819. As Micron

Terr Lee explained, the 2% royalty for DRDRAM "was larger than anything we d ever heard of

for an interface technology and certainly the largest thing we ever heard of for some sort of fee

d have to pay to produce main memory." CCFF 1817. Nonetheless, Micron was forced to

pay the 2% because of Intel' s 1996 anouncement of exclusive support for DRDRA as the

memory standard for future generations of main memory. CCFF 1614 (Tr. at 6870:7- 18 (in

explaining Micron s decision to take a license from Rambus for DRDRA, Mr. Lee explained



that Micron was under "economic pressure. . . . We had no choice but to provide products in

support of the Intel platforms. That would have been not economically good for us. )). In

effect, the DRAM manufacturers agreed to pay 1-2% royalties on DRDRAM because they had

no alternative, given Intel' s share of the chipset business worldwide. CCFF 1609, 1611-1615.

Here, in contrast, the Commission already has found that JEDEC had alternatives available to the

features over which Rambus claims patent rights.

Of course, JEDEC rules prohibit JEDEC from including patented or patentable

material in a JEDEC standard without wrtten assurance from the patent owner that it wil grant a

license for free or on reasonable and non-discriminatory terms. CCFF 347. Any license must be

non-discriminatory to ensure that any competitor that uses a JEDEC standard is not

disadvantaged compared to any other competitor that uses the standard. Consistent with the

requirement of non-discrimination, the Commission should ensure that any royalty it sets does

not disadvantage one DRAM manufacturer compared to the others.

Accordingly, the Comiission should take notice of the Settlement and License

Agreement between Rambus and Infineon Technologies AG, a major DRAM manufacturer. 

Effective March 18 , 2005 , Infineon obtained a license under all Rambus patents to sell any

semiconductor memory device (including SDRAM, DDR SDRAM, DDR2 SDRAM, but also

including Rambus s proprietar RDRAM and XDR DRAM devices and including devices other

than DRAM, such as SRAM, Flash, EPROM, and the like). Under the Agreement, Infineon

payments to Rambus wil range between $50 milion and $150 millon. These payments cover

not only Infineon s DRAM sales going forward, but also its sales prior to the Effective Date.

13 A redacted version of the Rambus/Infineon Agreement, available from Rambus s SEC filings
is attached hereto as Exhibit 2.



The Rambus/lnfineon Agreement sets a very high outer boundar for the

Commission, because Infineon received much more from Rambus under its Agreement than

other JEDEC members, industr participants, or the public wil receive in the event that the

Commission orders a compulsory license. For example, in consideration of Infineon s payments

to Rambus, Rambus agreed to dismiss an antitrst suit against Infineon that Rambus had filed in

California. In addition, Infineon has rights under all of Rambus s patents, whereas the remedy

requested by Amici would extend only to those patent rights that claim priority to or though an

application filed on or before June 17, 1996. And Infineon has rights to make and sell virtally

any memory device, including Rambus s proprietar RDRAMs and XDR DRAs, whereas the

remedy requested by Amici would merely extend to SDRA, DDR SDRAM, and successor

JEDEC DRAM standards (such as DDR2 SDRAM). For these reasons, any royalty set by the

Commission should be substantially less than the Rambus/Infineon Agreement.

CONCLUSION

Amici cunae NVIDIA Corporation, Micron Technology, Inc., Samsung

Electronics Corporation, Ltd., and Hynix Semiconductor, Inc. respectfully request that the

Commission impose the following remedies: (a) an order barng Rambus from enforcing its

patent rights that claim priority to or through any application fied on or before June 17, 1996

against JEDEC-compliant SDRA and DDR SDRA devices (or against DRAMs that are

compliant with successors of those DRAM standards such as DDR2 SDRAMs) and against any

devices that use or interface with such DRAMs; (b) an order barng such enforcement in the

United States and overseas to the extent that such overseas enforcement would reach imports

from, or exports to , the United States.
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EX- 10. 173 dexl017.htm SETTLEMENT AND LICENSE AGREEMENT DATED MARCH 21, 2005
Exhibit 10.

SETfLEMENT AND LlCENSE t;M. N.T

THIS SETTLEMENT AND LICENSE AGREEMENT (the " Agreement ) is made by and among Rambus Inc.

Ram bus ), on the one hand. and Intint:on Technologies AG, Intineon Technologies North America Corp. and Intineon
Technologies Holding North America Inc. (collectively. " Intineon ). on the other hand. effectivc as of March 18, 2005

("Effective Datc

WHEREAS, Rambus and Intineon have rights under certain U,S. and foreign patents and patent applications including
the right to license such patents;

WHEREAS, Rambus and Intineon are currently parties to a number of disputes and court actions relating to certain
memory products and memory interface technology;

WHEREAS, Rambus and Intineon wish to sette such disputcs and court actions and all claims between them related
thereto;

WHEREAS, Rambus wishes to grant Intineon a license to U.S. and foreign patents and patent applications relating to
memory products, as hereinatler defined. under which Rambus now has. or may hereafter, acquire any rights, and Intineon

wishes to grant Rambus a license to U.S. and foreign patents and patent applications relating to memory interfaces, as
hereinafter defined. under which Infineon now has. or may hereafter, acquire any rights

WH EREAS, Rambus and I nHneon have agreed to the conditions, releas. and other obligations set forth herein as full,

tinal and complete resolution ot"the claims asserted in such disputes and court actions; and

WHEREAS. this Agreement is entered into for the purpose of settlement and compromise only.

NOW, THEREFORE. in consideration of the promises and the mutual covenants herein contained and for other good
and valuable consideration. the adequacy and receipt of which are hereby acknowledged. Rambus and Intlneon agree as
follo\\s.

ARTICLE I

Definitions

The following tenns used herein with initial capital letters shall have the respective meanings specified in this Article I.

AlJmi.I . The term "Aflliate" means any entity controllng, under common control with, or controlled by, a party. The
tenn " control" means the possession. directly or indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction of management
01' policies (whether through ownership of securities. partnership or other ownership interests, by contrdct or otherwise),
provided that, in any event. any entity that owns or holds. directly or indirectly, more than fifty percent (50%) of

(* * * J Confidential treatment has been requested for the bracketed portions. The confidential redacted portion has been
omitted and filed separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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the voting securities. partnership () other equity interests of any other entity will be deemed to control such entity.

QispulCS. The term "Disputes" means the coun actions listed hereinafter and any and all disputes related thereto:

(a) the Richmond patent litigation (Rambu.f Inc. v. I!lJ7neon Technologies AG et aI., No. 3:00v524 (ED. Va. Filed
Aug. 8. 200) (" The Richmond Patent Litigation

(b) the California patent litigation (Ramblls Inc. Hynix Semicondllclor Inc. el al. No. C05.00334 EDL (N.D. Cal.
Fik.-d Jan. 25. 2005) ("The California Patent Litigation

(c) the California anti- trust litigation (Rambl Il1c. v. Micron Technology In.' . el a/., No. 04-431105 (Supr. Ct. Cal..
San Fran. Filed May 5. 20(4) ("'The Caliti:)rnia Anti-trust Litigation

(d) the German Infringement litigations 317iO(); 7- 301/04

(e) the German and European patent ollce actions Gbm9117296 Lo 183/00; 5W(pat)443/03; XZB28/04; opposition
EP 0525068, T008If03-351, opposition EP 1004956, opposition EP 1022642, opposition EP 1019911, opposition
EP 0870241.

(t) the respective complaints against the other party filed with the European Commission.

1. Leading Suppliers . The term " Leading Suppliers" means, subject to Section 6.6, ("".

1.4 Licensed ambus Patents. The term "Licensed Rambus Patents" means all patents, utility models, and patent
applications, in all countries of the world having a first etTective tiling date, in any country in the world, prior to March
18, 2005 including. without limitation . all reissuunces. continuations, continuations-in-part, revisions, extensions and
reexaminations thereot: and any patents and patent applications related thereto , fied or issued in any country of the
world, that are owned or controlled by Rambus or any of its Affliates on March 18, 2005 (and patents that may issue
thereon) to the extent Rambus or its Affliates is entitled to grant licenses thereunder without the payment oUees to any
third party.

Infi 9.!..M!m. . The tenn " (nfineon Patents" means (i) all patenls. utiity models, and palent applications, in all
countries of the world having a lirst ctlective tiing date. in any country in the world, prior to Marh 18, 2005. including,
without lil1 italion, all reissuances, continuations, continuations- in-part revisions, extensions and reexaminations
thereof. and any patents and patent applications related thereto, fied or issued in any country of the world, that are
owned or controlled by Inti neon or any ofil Affliates on March 18 2005 (and patents that may issue theren) to the
extent Inti neon or its Aftliates is entitled to grant licenses thereunder without the payment of fees to any third party.
Infineon Patents shall not include any patents. utility models, and patent applications. in all countries ofthe world,
pertaining to semiconductor manufacturing or testing technology.

Infineon Licensed Product . The lenn ;' Intineon Licensed ProduCl " means any existing or future lnfineon Memory ICs
Infincon Memory Portion, Infineon Memory Modules, or Infineon Module Component. Notwithstanding the foregoing
sentence, the parties agree that Laundry

(** *

' Confidential treatment has been requested for the bracketed portions. The confidential redacted ponion has been
omitted and tikd separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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Products and Disti Products are excluded from the definition of Inlineon Licensed Products. The term Infineon includes
!nlineon Aftliales for the purpose of this Section.

Laundrv-.roducl. The tcrm " Laundry Product '" means any product:

(a) made by or lar Infineon 01' its Aflliates; and
(b) the design for which product is provided by or on behalf of a third party ("Designing Part" ) or owned or

controlled by the Designing Party; and

Ie) where such product is supplied by or for Intlneon or its Atlliates to the Designing Party or to entities designated by
the Designing Party.

Disti Product" means any product:

(a; made by a third party (" Manufacturer) and acquired hy Inl1neon or its Allliates; and
(b) lor which Infineon and its Affliates perform only the packaging, or no, or only insubstantial manufacturing

activity. such as (without limitation) only marking of such product or performing a minor proces step on such
product; and

(c) is sold or otherwise transfelTed to a third pary by Inllneon or its Affliates; and
(d) is not a design owned or controlled by Inlineon.

Notwithstanding the loregoing sentence, a product that meets the above delinition of Disti Product shall be deemed not
to be a Disti Product if such products are labeled with a part number and trademark oflnfineon or its Affliates (except
such labeling requirement shall not apply for low quality, scrap. or other substadard products) and:
(e) all or a substantial portion of the manufacturing technology the Manufacturer employs in manufacturing such

product is provided by Inlineon or its Affliates; or

Intineon or it'; Affliates owns or controls (us used in the definition as per Section 1.1) at least twenty percenl (20%) of
the Manufacturer, and (nfineon or its Aftliates have participated substantially in the Manufacturer s acquisition of the
manufacturing technology the Manufacturer employ,s in manufacturing such product.

8 M mol:Y 1( . The tel1 " Memory IC" mC3ns any semiconductor memory device , or equivalent. having information
storage as its primary function and that is not capable of performing any substantial data processing that is not related to
inlt)m1ation storage. retrieval, or error correction, including but not limited to SDR SDRAM, DDR SDRAM, DDR2
SDRAM. DDR3 SDRAM, GDDR2 DRAM, GDDR3 DRAM, RLDRAM, RLDRAM2 , RDRAM , XDR DRAM,
Cellula,' RAM. low power DRAM , SRAM, Flash, MRAM, FRAM, ROM, PROM , EPROM , EEPROM and any
subsequent generation of any such produCl'i. 
Memorv !!ql!. The tenn "Memory Module" means any unita substrae (for example, silicon. ceramic or PC board)
having at least two (2) Memory ICs or semiconductor devices each having a Memory Portion, physically connected
physic311y secured or physically stacked onto a unitary substrate device to provide a device having information storage
as its primary lunction.

1"' * J Contldential treatment has been requested for the bracketed portions. The confidential redacted portion has been
omitted and tiled separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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where such device itsetfis not capabk of performing any substantial data processing that is not related to information
storage, retrieval. error correction or other functions typically performed by or on a Memory IC. For the avoidance of
doubt. devices of the type known as tully buffered DIMMs as of the Em:ctive Date are deemed not to be capable of
pertorming any data processing function that is not related to memory storage or retrieval and thus are included within
the definition of "Memory Modules. '"

1 0 MQ9J.J omponent. The tcnn "Module Component '" means any component of a Memory Module other than a Memory
re. provided that such component is marketed by Infincon or its A ffliates solely to tacilitate the tunctions of a Memory
Module.

' I morv Portion . The tenn "Memory Portion" means, tor any integrated circuit that is not a Memory IC. any portion(s)
of such integrated circuit which performs the functions of a Memo!)' Ie. but no other portion of such device. Examples
of such excluded portions include without limitation any portion of such device that provides memory controller
functionality. An example of a Memory Portion is the memory and memory related circuitry in an embedded memo!)'
device, such as in embedded DRAM. embedded MRAM, and emhedded Flash memory.

12 Memorv Interface . The tern1 "Memory Interface" means an interface, or portion thereof, between a logic integrated
circuit and a memo!)' integrated circuit. whereby interface shall mean an electrical bus or other similar intonnation path

between integrated circuits that is c pable of trsmitting and/or receiving infonnation between t\vo or more integraed
circuits together with the set of protocols defining the electrical. physical , timing and/or functional characteristics,
sequences andior control procedures of such bus or intonnation path.

13 Qy,!!lD:l!1.g.1 icense Agreem !1. The tenn "Qualifying License Agreement" means a license agreement, with Rambus as
licensor and a Leading Supplier as licensee, for a license covering (*** ) and (to the extent that (U" J is not one ofthe
aforementioned types of (... ) (as defined herein below), where (n" ) are defined by their respective 1"** J For the
purpose of this Section 1.3, the (U* ) means the type oq*U ) that, during the (**" ) preceding the date when Rambus
and the (*H J have both signed the license agreement 1*" ) as published by Garner-Dataquest (or its successor) (*U
(or ifnot puhlished 1"'* ). for the last period of at lea. t (*** J tor which such statistic was so published by Gartner-
Dataquest (or its successor). A license agreement shall be deemed a Qualifying License Agreement (U* ) as describe
herein.

14 C!J.i!.!:1I

!;_

9..ContJ'I. The tenn " Change of Control" of Infineon means a transaction or a series of related transactions in
which (i) Infineon. or "control" of Infincon (where control has the meaning set forth in the definition of the tenn
Affliatc ), is acquired hy one or more third parties (including without limitation a merger in which Intineon is not the

sUlViving entity), or (ii) Infin.eon or any ofits Affliates acquires. by merger, acquisition of assets or otherwise, all or
substantially all business or assets of a Memory Unit (as defined herein below). For this purpse, a "Memory Unit"
means (A) any entity that manufactures (or has manufactured) and sells Memory ICs, or (B) any division (or other
business unit) of an entity, which division (or other business unit) manufactures (or has manufactured) and sells Memory
ICs and is responsible for all or substantially all of such Memory IC manufacturing (or having manufactured) and sales
of the entity.

1* U Contidenrial treatment has been requesttd for the bracketed portions. Thc confidential redacted portion has been
omitted and tied separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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ARTICLE 2

Licenses

Licer!. Jin)JJ1JQJ!JJ1!J Q!1. Rambus and Al1liates hereby gr'ant to Intineon and its Al1liates a nonexclus1(e,
worldwide irrevocable liccnse (without the right to grant sublicenses) under the Licensed Rambus Patents, for the life of
such Licensed Rambus PatentS, as set forth in Section 2.

2 S ()pC Itlicense . The license granted pursuant to Section 2. 1 is a license:

(i) to make, have made. use, lease, sell, oner to sell. import or otherwise transfer lnlinr;on Licensed Products: and

(ii) to make. have made, use. lease, sell. oner to sell. import. or otherwise trasfer machines, tools. materials. and other

instrumentalities. insofar as such machines. tOols. materials. and other instrumentalities are involved in, or
incidental 10. the development, manufa\.1ure. testing. use, or repair of Intineon Licensed Products. provided that the

license granted under this Section 2.2 (ii) for lease. sale. offers lor sale or other transfers shall apply only to those
machines. tools. materials, and other instrumentalities which (nlineon has or its Affliates have actually used to
develop, manufacture. test. use, or repair more than a de minimis quantity of Intineon Licensed Products.

For the avoidance of doubt, to the extent that Inlineon or itS Atlliates are exercising their have made rights gr'anted in

Section 2.2. the license shall include any Intineon Licensed Products made for Intineon by any of Infineon s existing

and future foundry parters. including but not limited to (*** ). bUI only to the extent that such products are sold by

Infineon and/or its Affliates.

It is the intention of the parties that the principles of patent exhaustion under U.S. law apply to the licenses granted
hereunder. Thus. the parties agree that, at the minimum. in the event a party sells or otherwise disposes ofa product

licensed hereunder. then to the extent a patent claim licensed hereunder is directly infringed by such product. such claim
is exhausted and may not be asserted against such product regardless of its further use or distribution.

To the extent that any Rambus patent claim is licensed to (nfineon under this Agreement for an lnfineon Licensed
Product, Ramous and its Affliates covenant that they will not assert a claim of contributory infringement or inducing
infringement against (ntineon or its Affiiates ba. ed upon (a) lnlineon or its Affiiates perfom1ing any of the activities
licensed in Section 2.2; or (b) any activities undertaken by any direct or indirect customer or distributor of (ntineon or its
At1liates \vith respect to such Intineon Licensed Product; or (c) any instructions, information. whitepapers. datasheets
or the like that In!'neon or its Affliates may publish or supply with respect to such Intineon Licensed Product. The
parties agree that the foregoing sentence shall nOllimit Rambus ' or its Affliates ' rights with respect to any third party.

To the extent that (*** J assert against any (*** ) a claim for (*** ) under this Agreement, Rambus agrees that l*** ) any

such claim (*** J that claim against the (** * J and any other entity

(* ** I Contidential treatment has been n.:quested for the bracketed portions. The confidential redacted portion has been
omitted and fied separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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that may have any l*** I tix the (*U J Rambus further agrees that upon any resolution ('On lor other entity (***

tvfost Favored l.iccnst.'C . 1 f Rambus aller I u, 1 enters into. or as soon as Rambus has in effect. an agreement entered into
after (*U I with any third party (other than an Aftliate of (nfineon) that ("* 1 and has f*** 1 in anyone of the prior (".

calendar years. and where such agreement grants to such third party a license fbr the then current (** 0 1 under f* U 1 than
those provided fO"' ) for the previous (..* ) (where the resJK'Ctive (On ) are determined by report in Garner Dataquest).
then Ramhus shall f.U ) and Inlineon shall have the right. in its sole discretion. within (*.. ) by written notice to
Rambus. to (o" J payments (''O J t'or so long as such ("0 ) are in effect. For the purpose of this Section 2.3. the (***
means the type of r* 0 * ) at the effective date or during the term of this license agreement during any given (.* 0 J had the

(*"*

) (as measured in 1*** ) as published by Gartner- Dataquest (or its successor) for the (... ) preceding the effective
date or any f"* ) during the fO" ) of the respective license agreement (or if not (.H ) tonhe last pcriod of at least 
tor \..hich such statistic was so puhlished by Gartner-Dataquest (or its successor).

2.4 Limited LiCefl omder othcr Rambus patents . Untillntineon has made the last of the quarterly payments specified under
Article 6. hut. in any event. at least l'or the period of (** 0 ). Rambus and its Affliates hereby grant to Intineon and its
A tlliates a nonexclusive. world-wide, irrevocable license (without the right to grant sublicenses), of the same scope 

per Section 2.2, under all patents and patent applications. other than Licensed Rambus Patents. including. without
limitation. all reissuances, continuations. continuations- in-part. revisions. extensions and reexaminations thereot: fied 
issued in any countr of the world. that are owned or controlled by Ram bus or any ofits Affliates now or hereaner (and
patents that may issue thereon) to Ihe extent Rambus or its Aflliates is entitled to grant licenses thereunder without the
payment of fees (0 any third party. At the expiration of the period set torth in this Section 2.4. and subject to Article 3.
the licenses granted under this Section 2.4 shall tenninate.

2.5 l!1fil1COn License to Rambus. Intineon hereby grants to Rambus and its Aftliates a non-exclusive. non-transferable.
worldwide. irrevocable. fully paid license (without the right to grant sublicenses) under the Intineon Patents, for the life
of such Infineon Patents. to make, have made. use, lease, sell. offer to sell. import. or otherwise transfer Memory
Interfaces and designs tor Memory Interfaces in any fonn.

d Licenses . The parties agree that except as expressly granted in this Agreement, there are no patent or other
intellectual property licenses or rights granted or arising hereunder to either party or to any third party, expressly, by
implication. estoppel. or under any other legal theory.

ARTICLE 3

License Request

1 Upon request of In fine on. In fine on and its Affliates shall be entitled to obtain and Rambus shall grant an additional
license of the same seopc as per Section 2.4. at the then applicable most favored licensee terms and conditions. During
the period of (*** ) fi\lIowing the later of (i) Infineon s last quarterly payment under this Agrt:ement or (ii) (0.0 ), the

tenns and conditions of this additional license may not exceed a quarterly payment of (0"

). . .(***

) Conl.jdeniial treatment has been requested for the bracketed portions. The confidential redacted portion has been
omitted and tiled separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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2 Any payments made by (*** J granted in acconJancc with Section 3. 1 shall be (*** 1 be obligated (*H I obligations
according to Section f*** 1 are (*** 1 under Section (*** 1 ofSeclion (*** ). Additionally, (*H ) Infineon makes payments

in accordance wilh Section (*** 1 receives notice from Rambus ofl*** I that 1*** ) Section (*H ) (nlineon shall (***

during the full period that it makes payments under Section 1*** J Sections (**"' ) beginning on the date of notice of

1*** ). For example. ''''' ) Section (*** ) and made 1*** ) before receiving ("'H I on '''* ) will be treated as 1*"' J

beginning (***

Further. upon request of Inlineon. Intine m and its Affliates shall be entitled to obtain and Rambus shall grant to
Inlineon and ils Aftliates a license under any patents, utility models, and patent applications, including, without
limitation. all reissuances. continuations. continuations- in-part revisions. extensions and reexaminations thereol: filed or
issued in any country of the world, that are owned or controlled by Rambus or any of its Affliates now or hereafier (and

patenls that may issue thereon) to the extent Rambus or its Aflliates is entitled to grant licenses thereunder without the
payment of lees to any third party. lor (*H J at the then applicable most favored licensee terms and conditions.

ARTICLE 4

Releases

Releass bv I mmt:!.

lal patent Release . Rambus hereby irrevocably releases, acquits and forever discharges any and all patent infringement
claims it has or may have had against any entity 5 making, having made, using, leasing, sellng, oflering to sell

importing or otherwise transferring any (ntineon Licensed Product where such activity took place prior to the
ctfcctivc date, solely to the extent that such activity, had it occulTcd after the Effective Date would be licensed
under Article 2 ofthis Agreement. For the avoidance of doubt. and because Inoter is a defendant in the California

Patent Litigation, to the extent that Intineon or its Affliates were having Inlineon Licensed Products made by
Inotcra prior to the Effective Date, and to the further extent that such activity would be within the license granted to
Intineon and its Affliates in Article 2 of this Agreement had such activities occurred after !he Et1ective Date, the
release grntcd in the preceding sentence shall extend to the benefit of Inotcra for such activities.

(bl n Releas . Rambus hereby irrevocably releases, acquits, and torever discharges Intineon. its Affliates, its

and their respective fonner or current directors, offcers, and employees from any claims, counterclaims, demands,
damages, debts, liabilties. accounts, actions and causes of action of any kind and nature (including, without
limitation, patent infringement. antitl'Usl. unfair competition, conspiracy or competition based claims), whcther
known or unknown, suspected or unsuspected. throughout the world, that (i) were asscrted by Rambus in the
Disputes, or (ii) could have been asserted by Ramhus.

(c) Releases bt .!lRam i!JJ.4A IJ:i. Rambus and Siemens each grant the other the release as set fort in

ibit hereto,

(",..

Conlidential treatment has heen requested for the bracketed portions. The confidential redacted p0l1ion has been
omitted and tied separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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Relea.scs bv Infinco ll.

(al Pai Q! Relcas . Inlineon hereby irrevocably releases. acquil and forever discharges any and all patent intTingement
claims it has or may have had against any entity s making, having made. using, leasing, sellng, oITering to sell,
importing or otherwise transferring any products or designs where such activity took place prior to the EtTective
Date. solely to thc extent that such activity. had it occurred after the Effective Date would be licensed under Article
2 of this Agreement.

(b) Genet'!LB elcase . Inti neon irrevocably releass, acquits and forever discharges Rambus, its Aftliates, and its and
their respective ti.mner or current directors. offcers, and employees from any claims. counterclaims, demands,
damages. debts, liabilities, accounts, actions and causes or action orany kind and nature (including. without
limitation. patent infringement. antitrust, unfair competition, conspiracy or competition based claims), whether
known or unknown. suspected or unsuspected, throughout the world, that (i) were asserted by Inlineon in the
Disputes. or (ii) could have been asserted by Inlineon.

3 g ases Sh!!

.!.

main J;!I tive . Each of Ram bus and Intineon acknowledges that, after entering into this Agreement,
they may discover l'acts diftercnt from, or in addition to, those they now believe to be true with respect to the conduct of
the other party. Each of Ram bus and Inlineon intends that the releases and discharges set torth in this Article 4 shall be.
and shall remain, in cHeet in all respects as written. notwithstanding the discovery of any ditTerent or additional facts.

Wai.Y J.. )f Californ Civil CQ9 1542 . In connection with the rele.aes and discharges described in this Article 4, each
of Rambus and Infineon acknowledges that it is aware ofthe provisions of section 1542 of the Civil Code of the State of
California. and hereby expressly waives and relinquishes all rights and benefits that it has or may have had under that
section (o\' any equivalent law or rule of any other jurisdiction), which reads as follows:

A GENERAL RELEASE DOES NOT EXTEND TO CLAIMS WHICH THE CREDITOR
DOES NOT KNOW OR SUSPECT TO EXIST IN HIS FAVOR AT THE TIME OF
EXECUTING THE RELEASE, WHICH IF KNOWN BY HIM MUST BA VE
MA TERIALLY AFFECTED HIS SETTLEMENT WITH THE DEBTOR.

Stipul .tJ.!lJ! and Order. for Dismissal.

(a) Concurrent with the execution of this Agreement, Infineon. its respective Atlliates, and Rambus, shall execute
stipulations and orders for the dism issal with prejudice of all claims and counterclaims against one another and
between Rambus and Siemens in The Richmond Patent Litigation. the Calitornia I)atent Litigation and the
California Anti-trust Litigation in the ronn attached hereto as Exhibit 4.5.

(b) Rambus shall within ten (10) business days of the Effective Date, fie a motion to withdraw with pr iudice any or
its infringement claims against Inlineon and its Affiiates pending at the Federal Court of Mannheim (Landgcricht
Mannheim). Gennany. Likewise, within ten (10) business days of the Effective Date, Infineon shall tie a motion

(* **

) Contidentialll'eatment has been requested f()r the bl'cketed portions. The contidential redaced portion has been
omitted and tied separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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to withdraw with prejudice all its office actions pending at the Gennan and European Patent offces and or patent

courts against any of rhe Licensed Rambus Patents. To the e tent a withdrawal of an action is not possible , (nfineon

shall within ten (10) business days of the Effective Date infonn the respective patent offce or patent coun that

(ntineon does no longer actively pursue such action.

4. 6 Q:.!:LiIJJ.L\1i!J )'-=E

For the infringement claims pending at the Federal Court of Mannheim (Landgericht Mannheim). Germany, and the
case of the utility model (Gbm 91 I 7296U I) Rambus shall bear the rcsponsibility for and pay the court fees. and in cas
of the utility model. the court and patent oftcc fees.

For all cases. the parties agree that each wil pay its respcctive attorneys ' tees.

Both parties wilt. within ten (J 0) business days following the Effective Date, infonn the European Commission that they
have settled their disputes and that they no longer wish to actively pursue those aspects of the complaints the paries
have filcd against each other or against Siemens AG and its Affliates.

Both parties will. within ten (10) business days following the Effective Date. infonn the United States Federa Trade
Commission that they have settled their disputes.

dmission . Nothing contained in this Agreement, or done or omitted in connection with this Agreement, is intended
as. or shall be construed as, an admission by any party of any fault, liability or wrongdoing.

h.D1 . lntineon and its Aftliates agree that they shall not contest in any proceeding the validity. scope. or
enforceability orany of the Licensed Rambus Patent or any claim thereof. except to the extent that Rambus assert any
claim of infringement of any such patent against (ntineon or its Affliates. Rambus and its Affliates agree that they shall
not contest in any proceeding the val idity, scope. or enforceability of any of the Infineon Patents or any claim thereof
except to the extent that Infineon assert any claim of infringement of any such patent against Rambus or its Affliates.

ARTICLE 5

Term

Term . The tenn oflhis Agreement shall be from the Effective Date until the expiration of the last to expire of the
Licensed Rambus Patents. Neither party may terminate this Agreement for any reaon prior to its expiration. This
Agreement is based upon an assumption shared by both paries that in the Richmond Patent Litigation there have been
no substantive tindings or judgments (related to any claims or defenses of the parties) entered since the completion of
trial and prior to filing. the stipulation of dismissal referenced herein, other than any tindings or judgments either
rellected in the docket printout attached hereto as Exhibit 5. 1. or known by the parties (e.g. due to their inquiry with the
Court and Clerk's Offce prior to tiling the stipulation ofdismissal). If this assumption proves to be incorrect. either or
both of the parties understand that they may move pursuant to Rule 60 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure for relief
from any

1* * * J Con tidential tl'cattnent has been requested for the bracketed portions. The contidential redacted portion has been
omitted and tied separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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judgment or stipulation dismissing the case with prejudice. and to the extent that the motion is granted and has the effe1;t
of n:turning the ca. e to its state just prior to the tiling of the stipulation of dismissal. then this Agreement shall be null
and void.

Sirvival. The provisions of ,\rtides I. 3. 4. 5. 7. 9. 10 and 12 shan survive expiration of this Agreement.

ARTICLE 6

Payment

1 MljJij, ion ofQ l,tilliing Ljc m.e.ntS. Within thirty (30) days of each date on which a Leading Supplier

hecomes or ceases to he subject to a Qualifying License Agreement. Rambus shall notify (nlineon of the existence of
such Qualifying License Agreement. provided that Rambus ' failure to provide such notice in a timely fashion shall not

constitute a breach of this Agreement.

Pavm mHQ First Cml. Subject to Section 6.5, Intineon shall pay Rambus for each calendar quarer 
staring October I,

2005 an amount of five millon and eight hundred tilly thousand U.S. dollars (US $5.850.(00). up to a cumulative

amount not exceeding tiny million U.S. dollars lUS $50,00,000) (the "First Cap

J.!J nts to Secon Cap . Subject to Section 6.5. and upon Rambus' notice to Intint.'on of the existence ofa (...
) with

each of (u. ). and further for so long as these (... ) remain in effect during the period (**.llntineon shall continue to

pay, or - as the case may be - shall resume payment for each calendar quarer following such notice of(...
) an amount

of live milion and eight hundred tifty thousand U. S. dollars (US $5.850,000) up to a cumulative amount not exceeding

one hundred million U. S. dollars (US $100 000 00), including payments to the First Cap (the "Second Cap

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the foregoing sentence. in the event that Rambus fails to provide timely
notice oq.** ) pursuant to Section 6. 1. but later provides such notice, Intineon ' s paymenl obligations under this S ti()n

3 shall commence upon such notice. In the event Intineon resumes making payments towards the Second Cap at any
point in time. Rambus hereby releases Intineon and its Affliates from any patent infringement claims under patents
other than Licensed Rambus Patents, it may have or may have had for making, having made

, using, sellng, offering to

sell. importing 01' otherwise transterring any Licensed Products where such activity took place prior to date of resuming
sllch payments.

6.4 p.1Jemen lQE.Lm.! fW. Subject to Section 6.5, and upon Rambus' notice to (ntineon of the existence of(". ) with each

of the I'" **1 and further for so long as these (. U ) remain in effect during the period ('I U ) Intinean shall continue to pay.

or .,,' as the case may be . shall resume pay ment for each calendar quarr following such notice of (. ** J an amount of

live million and eight hundred lifty thousand U.S. dollars (US $5,850,0(0) up to a cumulative amount not exceeding

one hundred tifty millon U. S. dollars (US $150.000.0001. including payments to the Second Cap (the "Final Cap

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the foregoing sentence. in the event that Rambus fails to provide timely
notice of the existence of the l**. ) pursuant to Section 6. 1. but later provides such notice, Intineon s payment

obligations under this Section 6.4 shall commence upon such notice. In the event Inlineon resumes making payments
towards the Final Cap at any point in time, Rambus hereby releases Inlineon and its At1liates

(***

Confidential treatment has been requested for the bracketed portions. The confidential redacted portion has been
omitted and tied separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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Irom an) patent infringement claims under patents other than Licensed Rambus Patents, it may have or may have had
tor making, having made, using, selling. offering to sell, importing or otherwise transferring any Licensed Products
where such activity took place prior to date of resuming such payments.

5 (;essation of Pavment Obli ations. Except as sct torth in Sections 6.3 and 6.4, and subjed to Sections 9. 1 and 9.4,
Inlineon shall have no further obligation to make, and may elect at any time to discontinue making. payments under this
Agreemcnt once paymcnts by Intineon to Rambus under this Agreement have reached a cumulative aggregate amount
equal to the respective applicable cap as per Sections 6.2. 6.3 or 6.4 and Intineon shall in no event have any obligation to
pay a cumulative aggregate amount exceeding one hundred fitly million U.S. dollar (US S 150 000,000).

:hi!!:.gI; in Idcnli or Status of Leading Suppliers

(a) Except a..; set torth in Sections 6.6 (b). (c) and (d). in the event that a Leading Supplier ceases to do business
F0I11er Leading Supplier ). the entity that has (*** ) (for the last reported calendar year pdor to such cessation of

business) (*** ) according to Gartner-Dataquest publications "

(***

) or any successor report thereto, that was not
previously a Leading Supplier shall be deemed a Leading Supplier in place ()fthe Former Leading Supplier.

(b) In the event that a Leading Supplier (or all or substantially all of its (*** ) business and/or assets) is acquired by an
entity that is not a Leading Supplier (including without limitation (nlineon or its Affliates). such acuiring entity
shall be deemed substituted as such Leading Supplier.

(c) In the event that one or more Leading Supplier(s)(or all or substantially all of its '*** ) business and/or asts) is
acquired by an entity that is a Leading Supplier. such acquiring entity shall be deemed to constitute either two (2)
Leading Suppliers (in the event ofthe acquisition of a single other Leading Supplier) or three (3) Leading Suppliers
(in the event of the acquisition of both other Leading Suppliers).

(d) In the event that a Leading Supplier acquires rights under this Agreement pursuant to Sections 9. 1 or 9.4, such
Leading Supplier or the resulting entity. as applicable, shall be deemed to be a Leading Supplier and this
Agreement shall be deemed a Quali1ying License Agreement.

6. 7 Wjr Ir.!I l- Payments owed under this Agreement shall be made by wire trasfer to

Rambus Inc., Account l***
SWIFT Account: (***

(***(**.(***

ABA # (***

,n* Conl1dential treatmen1 has bt'Cn requested for the bracketed p0l1ions. The confidential redacted portion has been
omitted and tied separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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within torty- live (45) days alrer the I:nd of each calendar quarter. The first such payment shall be due on November 15.
2005. Rambus shall promptly acknowledge receipt of such payment in writing to Infineon.

Any payments to Rambus hereunder shall be in United States dollar.

Intineon shall be entitled to deducl and pay to the Gennan government any withholding taxes imposed by the German
government, in accordance with U. German tax treaties. on any payments payable to Rambus pursuant to this
Agreement. Infineon shall promptly provide Ram bus with copies of oflcial !a receipts showing that such paymenL
have been made.

8 kate Payments. Any payment not recdved in full by Rambus when due hereunder shall bear interest at the mte of twelve
percent (12%) annually (or, ifless. the ma.ximum allowed by applicable law) computed for the period beginning on the
date such payment is due and ending upon Rambus ' receipt of such payment with applicable interest.

ARTICLE 7

Warrnties

Authority. Rambus represents and warrants that it has the full right and power to gmnt the licenses, rights, releass and
discharges.. and to make the covenant . set forth in Articles 2. 3 and 4 , that there are no outstading agrements,
assignments 01' encumbrances inconsistent \vith the provisions of such licenses, rights. releases and covenants and/or
with .my other provision of this Agreement, and that neither Rambus nor any ofits Affiiates owns, or has the right 
grant licenses under, any patents or pending patent applications in the United States or any country which are not
Licensed Rambus Patents. except those patents for which Rambus or its Affliates may grat licenses only if it pays a
lee to a third party. Rambus shall indemnify and hold harmless Infineon and its Aflliates from any claims ofa third
pal1y based on such third party s claim of any rights, title or ownership in or under any of the Licensed Rambus Patents.
Intineon represents and warrants that it has the full right and power to grant the licenses, rights, releases and discharges.
and to make the covenants. set forth in Articles 2 and 4. that Ihere are no outstanding agreements, assignments or
encumbrances inconsistent with the provisions of such licenses, rights. releases and covenants andior with any other
provision of this Agreement. and that neither Infineon nor any of its Atlliates owns. or has the right to grant licenses
under, any patents or pending patent applications in the United States or any country which are not Infineon Patents.
except those patents for which fntineon or its Affliates may gl"dIt licenses only if it pays a fee to a third party. Infineon
shall indemnify and hold hannle$s Rambus and its Affliates from any claims of a third party based on such third party
claim of any l'ghts , title or ownership in or under any of the Inlineon Patents licensed hereunder.

2 NQ_.t.11!jg!1 nt of Claims. Each party represents and walTants that it has not assigned any claim or cause of action, or
any right(s) underlying any claim or cause of action, it had, has. or ma)' have against the other or its Aftliates as of, or
prior to , the Effective Date ofthis Agreement.

N.9 arcnt..ntities . Rambus Inc. and lntineon Technologies AG each respectively represent and warrant that as of the
Effective Date, it is not controlled by any other entity. as control is defined in the defined tenn Affliate.

1**" Confidential treatment has been requested for the bracketed portions. The contidential redacted portion has been
omitted and tied separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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ARTICLE 8

Notices and other Communications

Any notice or other communication required or permitted to he made or given to either part pursuant to this Agreement

shall be suftcicntly made or given within tilleen (15) days of the date of mailng if sent to such party by registered first
Class mail, postage prepaid, addressed to such party at the address set forth below. or to such other address as a party shall
designatc OJ wrinen notice given to the other party:

In the case of Inlineon:

Intineon Technologies AG
General Counsel
St.- Marin-Stral3e 53
81669 M Gnchen

Germany
Fax: +49 89 234 26983

(n the case of Rambus:

Ramhus Inc.
.Iohn Danforth
Senior Vice President and General Counsel
4440 EI Camino Real
Los A !tos. CA 94022
fa:,,: +1 6509475001

(with a copy. which shall not constitute notice. to thc following:)

Robert Eulau

Chief Financial Offcer
Rambus Inc.
4440 E1 Camino Real
Los Altos. C;\ 94022

ARTI(:LE 9

Assignments

Assignment bv Infineon . Infineon may (*** ) except that subject to Section 9.6, Infineon shall have the right. (***
(respectively to the extent specitied in the last sentence of this Section 9. 1)) under this Agreement (U* ) of this Agreement

which shall (*** ) whether by way of merger, acquisition, corporate reorganization, the sale of all, or substantially all, assets
of its business, or otherwise expressly or by operation of law. provideq that the (*** ) including without limitation all of (***

pursuant to this Agreement, and provided fUl1h that. effective as oft.e cirective date orthe Assignment:

1* ** Confidential treatment has been requested for the bracketed portions. The contidential redacted portion has been
om itted and lied separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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(a) if!here is no Assignee License Agreement. tpen

(***

) (as hereinafter detined) (*** ) in the last (*** ) immediately
preceding the Assignment and (*** 1 in the last (*** 1 immediately preceding the Assignment.

For example if Intineon s (*** ) prior to the Assignment was (*H ) and Intineon (*.* ) then the (*U ) prior to the
Assignment was (*" ). If further the (*** ) as per (i) I * I as per (ii) (*** ). then the following (*** ) shall apply: the 1***
tollowing the Assignment shall be (*** ) the I ) shall be unchangcd at (n * J and the applicable (* ** ) the respective (** *
pursuant to Seclions (.... ) shall be (***

(h) If there is an Assignee License Agreement, then Rambus and the Successor Entity shall negotiate, diligently and in
good failh, an appropriate (*** ). ifapplicable, under this Agreement to account for any additional L"* ) under this
Agreement resulting from the Assignment. If within (*.. ) and the (U* ) do not rech agreement on the (***

(***

), considering that it is the intent of the parties that:

(I) Distribution ora (*** ) should nOI obligate the (*.. ) to (..* , under both (*** ) above and under the terms of the
Assignee License Agrt.'ement.

(2) II ancr the etlective date of the Assignment. no r*** ) is the ("* 1 then, prospectively, (..* ) shall apply.

(3) Rambus should be able 10 r*** ). with respect (*U ) that would be payable if there were no Assignee License
Agreement. The extent of such benefits shall be determined according to the '***

(4) Rambus should not receive (*** ) as a result of the Assignment than if there were no Assignee License Agreement.

(5) Any late payments resulting from this negotiation andlor arbitration shall bear interest at the rate of twelve percent
(J 2%) (or, if less, the maximum allowed by applicable law) per year, from the date that such payment would
otherwise have been due

(For example, 1.*** ) provided for payment to Rambus oq*" ) for the right to make and sell up to ("U ) then Rambus
would retain this (*** ) but there would be (*** ) of the l*** ) By way of further example. iff"*

111e parties shall meet within (*** ) after the Effective Date to discuss additional such principles and further details of
such principles.

For the purpose of this Section 9.

l** * ) Sales" shallmcan the worldwide value in U.S. dollars of sales, transfers and other distributions of 1***

Intineon" means Intineon and its Affliates.

(*..

Confidential treatment has been requested for the bracketed portions. The contidential redacted portion has been
om itted and fied separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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1*"* ) means the lype oq*" 1 during the f * I preceding the effective dall: ofthe Assignment, had the (*n ) as

published by Garller-Dataquest (or its successor) (*** J for which such statistic was so published by Gartner-Dataquest (or its

successor ).

Assignee" means the entity to which this Agreement is assigned (or, if a series of related assignments pursuant to a
series of related transactions. the entity that is the assignee of this Agreement pursuant to the last such assignment and is
therefore the ultimate holder of this Agreement), and its Affliates.

.. Assignee License Agreement" means an agreement, if any. pursuant to which, as of the effective moment of the
Assignment. the Assignee is licensed by Rumbus to make. use, and sell one or more types of (*u J ("Assignee Licensed

DRAMs ). provided that one oflhe Assignee Licensed DRAMs is the (* "

It is understood and agreed that upon any Assignment of this Agreement by Intineon all references to "Infineon" in the

body of this Agreement (except Section 1.2) shall be deemed to be references to the Assignee. including without
limitation all references to " Infineon" in Sections 1.6 and 1.

It is understood that. subject to f*"), the fn* ) (respectively to the extent specified in the last sentence of this Section
1) shall (*** ) a.., of the corresponding scope as per l*U ), and further r"* ) (with respect to Leading Suppliers). ("*

Assignment by Rambus . Rambus may not transfer or assign any rights or licenses under this Agreement, except that
Rambus shall have the right. without the approval of Intineon, to assign this Agreement to any successor to all or
substantially all of Rambus ' business or assets, provided that the licenses grated to Rambus and its Affliates hereunder
shall terminate in the event of such assignment. For the avoidance of doubt, also the assignee of this Agreement shall not
be licensed under the assigned Agreement.

3 d..'\!gD ment of Patents. Any assignment or transfer by a party hereto of all or part of its ownership interest in any patent
or patent application owned or controlled by the pm1y shall be subject to this Agreement and to all amendments,
modifications , replacements. and extensions of this Agreement. Any such assignment or transfer shall not make any
commitments to others inconsistent with. or in derogation ol any rights granted to the other pary in this Agreement, and
such assignee or transferee shall take subject to the pre-existing rights.

Change of Control oflnlineon

For the purpose of this Section 9.4:

(* "'

1 Sales" shall mean the worldwide value in U. S. dollars of sales, transfers and other distributions of fU*

Intincon" means Infincon and its Affliates.

l*** 1 means the type oqu* ) during the last 1*** ) preceding the effective date of the f*** I, had the f*** ) as published
by Gartner-Dataquest (or its successor) r*** llor the last period of at least (*** ) for which such statistic was so published by
Gartner-Dataquest (or its successor).

(* **

Contidential treatment has been requested for the bracketed portions. The contidential redacted portion has been
omitted and tied separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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Successor Entity" means the cntity resulting from a Change of Control.

Prior Entities" means all of the entities (including without Iim itation companies and business units of companies) that.

ancr the Change of Control. comprise the Successor Entity. and their Aftliates. as such entities and their Affliates existed
immcdiatdy preceding the Change of Control, hut excluding lnlineon and it Affliates as they existed immediately preceding
the Changc of Control.

Priol' Entities License Agreement" means an agreement, if any, pursuant to which. as of the eff 'Ctive moment of the

Change ofComrol. any of the Prior Entities is IicenSt-d by Rambus to make. use. and sell one or more types on".

) ("

Prior

Entities Licensed DRAMs ) provided that one of the Prior Entities Licensed DRAMs is the 

(.").

(a) if there is no (u. ). then upon a (...) the payment obligations under this Agreement shall be (*.. ) immediately

preceding the (..* ) immediately preceding the (U.

For example rH* ) prior to the In* ) and (". j had already paid 1.*" J then the payment obligations prior to the (... ) as

per 0) (U. ) as per (ij) (*** ) then the following adjustment shall apply: the In. ) following the (... ) shall be (*..

(b) If there is a (*.. ). then Rambus and the Successor Entity shall negotiate, diligently and in good faith. an
appropriate (*.. ) under this Agreement resulting from the Change of Control. If within (..* ) after the (."

The parties shall negotiate, and the arbitrator shall render his decision, considering that it is the intent of the parties that:

(J) Distrihution ora (." 1 should 110t obligate the (...
, to (*..) undel' both I". ) above and under the terms of the

("*

(2) If, after the effective date of the Change of Control. no (." 1 is the ("..* , then, prospectively, (.H ) shall apply.

(3) Rambus should be able to (." ). with respect (*** 1, to the extent such (...
) that would be payable if there were no

I.H ). The extent of such benefits shall be detennincd according to the (*..

(4) Rambus should not receive less (..* ) than if there were no (...

(5) Any late payments resulting !Tom this negotiation and/or arbitration shall bear interest at the rate of twelve percent
n 2%) (or, if less, the maximum allowed by applicable law) per year, from the date that such payment would
otherwise have been due.

(For example, (... ) provided for payment to Rambus of("* ! lor the right to make and sell up to ,."1 then Ram bus

would retain this (n. ) but there would be ("*1 ofthe (U. ) By way of further example, if(H*

The paries shall meet within ("H) atler the Effective Date to discuss additional such principles.

(...) 

Conlidential treatment has been requested for the bracketed portions. The contidential redacted portion has 
ben

omitted and tied separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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It is understOod and agrcl:d that upon any 1**" 1 in which 1**" I is merged into a successor, all references to (**" ) in the
body of this Agreement 1"** J shall be deemed to be references to the ("** '. including without limitation the references
to (**" ) in I"" J
It is understood that, subject to (."' ), the (*** ' (respectively to the extent specified in the last sentence of this
paragraph) shall fully extend to the entity resulting from the (""" and any entity resulting from a (." ). subject to such
resulting entity s ,,,..). and further I."'
In addition. upon any Change of Control oflntineon in which Intineon becomes controlled (as "control" is detined in
the definition ofhAffliate )by an Affliate. then Infineon shall be entitled. on written notice to Rabus. to Assign this
Agreement , in accordance with Section 9. 1. to any of its Affliates that controls Intineon.

J.mp rmissib! Assignme ts Null an!iYQLd. Any purprted transter or assignment of this Agreement not expressly
permitted under this Article 9 shall be null and void and of no eITee!.

J-imited I; tension of . Notwithstanding anything to the conlrary contained in this Agreement, the r ) set
I(Jrh in 1*** ) and granted. extended andior transferred to a r". ), or to 1**. 1. may only be so grated, extended and/or
transferred to such entity if(a) such entity is not a (".. ) as of the Ellective Date); or (b) such entity is a r ) as of the
Effective Date (or a successor to all or substantially all of the assets and liabilties ofa (*** ) as of the Effective Date)
r* ** ). been granted, extended and/or transtelTed to a r"'''

ArbilratiOll..Qr purDOs prSeetion 9. 1 and 9.4

The arhitration shall be under the then current International rules of the American Arbitration Association, subject to the
additional limitations set forth herein, and shall take place in New York. New York. The arbitration shall be conducted
by a single arbitrator appointed in accordance with such rules. Each pary to the arbitration shall prepare a written
proposal settng forth its position with respect to the substance of the dispute. Without delaying the arbitration
procedures, Jor a period not to exceed three (3) days commencing no later than fifteen (I S) days after the arbitrator has
been selected, the parties shall exchange and discuss their respective written proposals in good faith in an effort to
resolve the matter. The arbitrator shall select one of the requested positions as his decision, and shall not have authority
to render any substantive decision other than to so select the position of either Rambus or the Successor Entity. If one
parI)' does not submit to the arbitrator a written proposal setting forth its position within the time period established by
the arbitrator there tor, the arbitrator shall select the other party s position. The costs of such arbitration shall be shared
equally by the parties, and each party shall bear its own expenses in connection with the arbitration. The parties shall use
good faith etforts to complete arbitJ"ation under this section within ninety (90) days following a request by a party for
such arbitration. Likewise. the arbitrator shall limit discovery as reaonably practicable to complete the arbitraion in the
fi)regoing time frames. .Judgment on the award rendered by the arbitrators may be entered in any court having
jurisdiction thereof.

(***

Conlidential treatment has been requested tor the bracketed portions. The confidential reacted portion ha.-; been
omitted and tie separtely with the Securilies and Exchange Commission.
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ARTICLE 10

Dispute Resolution

10. 1 G!' :!J1I!&. . This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the United States
and the State of Delaware. without giving effect to any choice.of. law or contlct-of-Iaw provision or rule (whether of the
State of Delaware or any other jurisdiction) that would cause the application oflhe laws of any jurisdiction other than
the State of Delaware or the l :ni d States.

t 0.2 fJJ I:J..MgR

\("

. This Agreement is executed in the English language and no tnllsiation shall have any legal effect.

10. 3J!!Ij$Qj"tiJ)-'gn\ty.\:" IJJ, . Any legal action. suit or proceeding arsing under, or relating to. this Agreement, shall be
brought in the federal or state courts of the State of Delaware and each part agrees that any such action. suit or

proceeding may be brought only in such courts. Each part)" further waives any objection to Ihe laying of venue for any
such suit. action or proceeding in such courts.

ARTICLE 11

Audits

) 1. 1 (*** ) and in addition within (*** ) months following notice to Infineon of a Qualifying License Agreement which would
lead to the respective higher payment cap pursuant Sections 6.2 through 6.4, or a notice as per Article 2.3, which could

lead to adjustment of payments, Rambus shall permit an independent certitied public accounting firm designated by
Infineon and reasonably acceptable to Rambus and subject to reasonable confidentiality obligations to have access
during normal business hours to Rambus ' facilities and premises, to allow such accounting firm to conduct an audit. at
Intineon s sole expense. of Ram bus s books, records and agreements for the sole purpose of verifying: (i) Rambus
compliance with its obligations under Section 2.3: and Oi) the existence and terms of Qualifying License Agreements
and whether such agreements are, or remain, in effect and are fulfiled by the respective paries. provided that such
accounting firm shall report to Infineon only whether such license agreements meet the requirements of Qualifying
License Agreements and/or the amount of an adjusted quarterly payment as per Article 2.

) 1.2 B.i,.lJ?J,!.J!gil.J jgbJ. Rambus shall have the right, (**. ) within 1*** ) months following each event as per Section 9.
(Assignment) or Section 9.4 (Change of Control) to examine and audit. at Rambus ' cost, through an independent
certitied public accounting firm mutually acceptable to both paries (Infineon s approval not to be unreasonably
withheld or delayed), during normal business hours, all such records as bear upon the Payment Amount adjustments
pursuant 10 Sections 9. 1 and 9.4. !)rompt a4justment shall be made by Infineon 10 compensate for any errors and/or
omissions disclosed by such examination or audit which result in an underpayment of royalties hereunder, together with
interest thereon from the date the payment was due at an annual rate equal to twelve percent (1 2%) (or, if less, the
maximum allowed by applicable law).

r*** Contidential treatment has been requested for the bracketed portions. The confidential redacted porlion has been
omitted and tiled separately with the Securilies and Exchange Commission.
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ARTICLE 12

Miscellaneous

12. Entjre" gl\'Cll nl. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties regarding the subject matter
hereof. and supersedes any and all prior negotiations, representations, warranties. undertkings or agreements, written or
oral. between the parties regarding such subject matter.

12. elat nship f the Parties. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed as creating any association,
partnership. joint venture or the relation of principal and agent between Rambus and Infineon. Each part is acting as an
independent contractor, and no party shall have the authority to bind any other part or its reprentatives in any way.

12. Contidentialitv . Neither party shall disclose the terms and conditions of this Agreement to any third party without the
prior written consent of the other party. except as provided in Section 4 herein or as may be required by law or as may
be reasona.bly necessary to enforce this Agreement. Each party may disclose the temlS of this Agreement: (i) to its legal
counselor. under a suitable confidentiality agreement. to accountants or its other protessional advisors; (ii) to any
governmental or regulatory authority to comply with regulatory requiremenl (in a. redacted or sealed form to the extent
possible after consulting with the other party and as determined by the good faith advice of the applicable party
outside counsel); (iii) 10 any court or governmental body or agency compellng such disclosure (after consulting with the
other pal1y and in a redacted or sealed form to the extent possible); (iv) under a suitable confidentiality agreement. to a
prospective successor (whether by way of merger, corporate reorganization. the sale of all, or substantially all, assets, or
otherw'ise) in connection with due dilgence activities ,'clating to any such prospective transaction; (v) as otherwise may
be required by applicable securities and other law and regulation (after consulting with the other part and in a redacted
or sealed form to the extent possible as determined by the good faith advice of the applicable pary s outside counsel),
including to legal and financial advisors in their capacily of advising a pary in such matters: (vi) under a suitable
contldentialit), agreement, to banks, investors and other tinancing sources and their advisors; or (vii) during the cours
of litigation so long as lhe disclosure of such terms and conditions are restricted in the same manner as is the
contidential intormation of other litigating parties and so long as (A) the restrictions are embodied in a court-entered
protective order limiting disclosure to outside counsel and (8) the disclosing party informs the other pary in writing at

least ten (10) business days in advance of the disclosure and shall discuss the nature and contents of the disclosure, in
good faith. with the other party.

For the avoidance of doubt. upon execution of this Agreement, or thereafter, Rambus, in its discretion, shall be entitled
to lile a copy of this Agreement wirh the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (alter consulting with Infineon and
in a redacted or sealed form to the extent possible as determined by the good faith advice of Rambus ' outside counsel).

In addition. Rambus shall be entitled to disclose the terms and conditions of this Agreement to independent auditors to
the extent nl'CCssary to comply with any " most tavored customer" provisions of any other agreement to which Rambus
is a party.

l H * J Confidential trcatm ent has been requested for the bracketed portions. The confidential redacted portion has been
omitted and tied separately with the S,-'Curities and Exchange Commission.
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12.4 He; .ig. . The headings ofth several articles and sections are inserted fur convenience orreterence only 
and are not

intended to be a part of or to atTect the meaning or interpretation of this Agreement.

12. 5 AJJcndm . This /\greement may not be modified or amended except in a writing executed by authorized
representatives of cach of the parties.

12.6lnJ m.. Each party con1irms that it and its respective counsel have reviewed. negotiated and adopted this
Agreement as th.: agreement and understanding of the parties hereto and the language used in this Agreement shall be
de.:med to be the language chosen by the paries hereto 10 express their mutual intent. Neither pany shall be considered

to be the dratter (If this Agreement or any of its provisions for the purpose of any statute. case law
. or rule of

interpretation or construction that would, or might cause. any provision to be construed against such part.

12. 7 s..

~~~

1!.J1L;m.Q Assign:i. This Agreement shall benefit. and be binding upon, the parties hereto and their respective
permitted assignees. successors in interest. and Aflljates.

12. Aut.!Q!!Y. Eaeh par representsthatitis fully authorized to enterinttheterm and conditions of. and to execute. this

Agreement.

12. No T jrd Party lcnctici rJ!!1. Unless otherwise expressly stated herein. nothing in this 
Agreement, express or implied. is

intended to confer upon any persn other than the parties hereto or their respective permitted assignees, successors in

interest, and Affliates any rights or remedies under or by reason of this Agreement.

12. 10 "Y_ Jabill!. I f any provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid or unenforceable. the meaning of such provision
shall be construed. to the extent feasible, so as to render the provision enforccable. and ifno feasible interpretation shall
save such provision. it shall be severed from the remainder of this Agreement, which shall remain in full force and

effect. If any provision is so severed, Rambus and Intineon shall use their respective hcst etforts to negotiate. in good
Iilith. a substitute. valid and enforceahle provision or agrcement, that most nearly effects the parties

' intent in entering

into this Agreement.

12. 11 tJo Wai r. The failure of either party to enforce, at any time. any of the provisions or this Agreement shall in no way
be construed as a waiver of sueh provisions, and shall not be deemed in any way to affect the validity of this Agreement
or any palt thereol or the right of either party to latcr enforce each and evcry such provision. No waiver of any breach
of this Agreement shall be held to be a waivcr of any other or subsequenl breach.

12. 12 CQ1j.nt!: imile lI1! . This Agreement may be eXLocuted in multiple counterparts. each of which shall

constitute an original, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same agreement. Each 
part may rely on

lacsimile signature pages as if such facsimile pages were originals.

12. 13 P..!'b % Statt;ilJ;nts . The parties agrec that no latcr than the tirst business day after the Effective Date, each shall issue
the press release attached hereto as Exhibit 12. 13. Thereatter. Rambus and I nfineon shall consult with each other and
agree before issuing a press release or otherwise making any public statement with respect to the telTS and conditions
of this Agreement and shall

("'''

Confidential treatment has been requested for the bracketed portions. The confidential redacted portion has been
omitted and 1iled separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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not issue such press release or make any such public statement prior to such agreemenL except that either party shall be
fi' ee to repeat all or any portion of the information contained in the press release in Exhibit 12. 13 and each pary shall be
free to discuss the existence of the Agreement and its own reasons 1'01' entering into it.

12. 14 QD-DisP'fJ!gcmen1. Each party shall not make any public statements relating 10 the Disputes or this Agreement
disparaging !he other party or its shareholders. directors. officers. employees or agents.

12. 15 9CJ20 m.enL . Intineon agrees that Rambus ' outside counsel of record in the California Anti-trust Litigation
may immediately have access 10 and make use offal' purposes oflhe California Anti- trust Litigation all documents
previously produced by In1ineon 10 plainliffs ' counsel for the DRAM consumer class actions currntly pending in
California involving DRAM. Access to and use of such documel1s shall otherwise be prohibited except as permitted in
the protective orders in the DRAM consumer class actions or as permittcd in the protective order the trial judge has
indicaled will shortly be entered in California Anti-trust Litigation. If Rambus eXt:rciscs its right to such immediate
access and use. then. if Rambus should seek lurther discovery from Infineon in The California Anti-Trust Litigation.
Rambus shall pay 100 % oflnlineon s attrneys ' lees. expenses and coslo; related to Intineon s successful efforts in
obtaining a protective order against any portion of future discovery Ram bus may seek uom (nlineon.

(I' Rambus exercises its right to such immediate access and use, Rambus further agrees that it wil not use any
conlidentiallnlincon document at any public hearing or trial. or otherwise cause a contidentiallntineon document to
become public, without either thc prior written consent of In!ineon or on ten (10) days notice to Infineon in writing so
!hat Inlineon may file any appropriate motions or olher applications in the relevant forum to protect the confidentiality
of the document.

...(***

Confidential treatment has been requested for the bracketed portions. The confidential redacted portion has been
omitted and med separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF. each of the parties hereto. by its duly authorized representative. has executed this
Agreement as of the Effective Date iiI's! written abow.

RAM BUS INFINEON

Rambus, Inc. Inlineon Technologies AG

By: is! Harold Hughes By: Is! A. V. Zitzewitz Guenther Stang

Date: 3/21/2005

Name: A.V. ZilZewitz Guether Stang
Title: Member of Mgmt Board IFX; Corp. Counsel

Date: 29.

Name: Harold Hughes

Title: C.EO.

fntineon Technologies North America Corp.

By: Isl Miriam Marinez

Name: Miriam Martinez

Title: VP & CFO

Date: 3/21/2005

(nfineon Technologies I'folding
North America Inc.

By: Is! Miriam Marinez

Name: Mirianl Martinez

Titl ; V.P. & eFO

Date: 3/2112005

(***

) Contidentialtreatment ha.s been requested 1'01' the bracketed portions. The confidential redacted portion has been
omitted and tied separaely with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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EXHIBIT 4. 1 (

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND MUTUAL RELEASE

This Settlement Agreement and Mutual Release (hereinafte.r. ;'Agreement ) is made and entered into by and between
Rambus Inc. (rcterred 10 herein as "Rambus ) and Siemens AU and Siemens Corporation (collectively referred to herein as
Siemcns

WHEREAS. there is pending in the Superior Court of the State California tor the City and County of San Francisco. an
action tied by Rambus captioned as Rarnblls Inc. v. .Ilieron Technology. I11C. et al. Case No. 04-43 1105 ("The California
Anti-trust Litigation

WHEREAS. Rambus desires to resolve any claims it might have against Siemens, anytime and anywhere that arise out
of or are related to or are similar to the claims alleged in The Calitornia Anti-trust Litigation, in an expeditious manner;

WHEREAS. Siemens desires to resolve any counter- or cross.claims it might have against Rambus, anytime and
anywhere that arise out of or are related to or are similar 10 the claims alleged in The California Anti-trust Litigation. in an
expeditious manner;

WHEREAS, Siemens denies liability to Rambus and, if Ram bus pursued any claims against Siemens, Siemens would
assert a number of defenses in response to such claims;

WHEREAS, Rambus denies liability to Siemens and, if Siemens pursued any counter or cross-claims against Rambus,
Rambus would assert a number of defenses in response to such claims; and

WHEREAS, Rambus and Siemens agree that neither this Agreement nor any statement made in the negotiation thereof
shall be deemed or construed to be an admission by or evidence against either party or any of its alleged co-conspirators or
evidence of the truth of any allegations in any actions, except in an action to enforce this Agreement
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\lOW. THEREFORE. in considerJtion of the promises and covenants contained herein. and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and suffcienc)' of which is acknowledged by the panies, Rambus and Siemens agree as follows:

I. 12 t1ni1!9!l. As used in this Agreement the following terms shall be define.d as indicated:

(il) " Ramhus Rcka...ecs" shall mean Ramhus Inc.. its respective current and former direct and indirect parents.
subsidiaries and aflliates. the present and larmer oflcers, directors. employees, agents, attorneys. insurers, and
representatives of each of the foregoing. and the predecessors. successors, heirs. executors. administrators and
assigns of each of the foregoing.

(b) " Siemens Rekasees" shall mean Siemens Corporation and Siemens AG. their respective cumnt and former direct
and indirect parents. subsidiaries and atlliates, the present and former offcers. directors, employees. agents,
attorneys, insurers. and representatives of each of the Ihregoing. and the predecessors, successors, heirs. executors,
administrators and assigns of each of the loregoing.

2. nm .ral Release by Ramhus . Rambus hereby irrevocably releases, acquils and forever discharges the Siemens Releasees
trom all manner of claims. demands, actions, suits, causes of action, whether class, individual or otherwise in nature,
damages whenever 01' wherever incurred , liabilities of any nature whatsover, including without limitation costs, expenses,
penalties and attorneys ' lees. known or unknown. suspected or unsuspected, asserted or unasserted, in law or in equity. which
Rambus, whether directly, representatively. derivatively or in any other capacity. ever had. now has or hereafter can, shall or
may have, relating in any way to any
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onduct occurring prior 10 the effective dale of this Agreement. whether now known or unknown. concerning all claims it
tiled in The California Ami-trust Litigation against Siemens and any other claims, including counter or cross-claims. whether

arising under stale. federal. or common law , it could have asserted against Siemens relating to or arising out of the matters
alleged in the Complaint in The California Anti- trust Litigation.

3. Q Ial Release by Siemen . Siemens hereby irrevocably releases, acquits and forever discharges the Rarbus Releaees

trom all manner of claims, demands, actions, suits. causes of action. whether class. individual or otherwise in nature,

damages whenever or wherever incurred, liabilities of any nature whatsoever. including without limitation costs, expenses,

penalties and attorneys ' fees. known or unknown. suspected or unsuspected , assrted or unasserted, in law or in equity. which

Siemens. whether directly, representatively, derivatively or in any other capacity, ever had, now has or hereafter can, shall or

may haw. relating in any way to any conduct occurring prior to the effective date of this Agreement, whether now known or
unknown, concerning any claims, including counter and/or cross claims, whether arising under state, federal, or common law.

. iU::ould have asserted against Rambus relating to or arising out of (he matters alleged in the Complaint in The California
Anti-trust Litigation.

4. Waiver of C.mivi I.CQ.!k 1542, With respect to the release claims, both Rambus and Siemens separately and expressly

waive and relinquish. to the fullest extent pennined by law, any and all provisions, rights and benetits conferred by (a) *
1542 of the California Civil Code. which provides:

A general release does not extend to claims which the creditor does not know or suspect to exist in his favor at the time
of executing the release, which ifknown by him must have materially atTected his settlement with the deNor.

3..


